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F, 
A typical composite propellant consists of a matrix of either carboxyl or 
hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene loaded with between 80 to 90 percentage by weight! 
0 "1 . 
of particulate solid. Its mechanical properties are non-linear and the failure 
processes complex. 
The initiation and spacial aspects of the failure have been investigated under 
uniaxial conditions. Poisson's ratio is treated as a strain dependent parameter 
and related to the work required to fracture the propellant. 
The cantilever beam technique has been adapted to measure this work of fracture.. 
The results show that the magnitude of this work is dependent on the type of 
propellant tested and the velocity of the crack front, but can be considered 
independent of the sample size and geometry. A geometrical argument based on the 
stress analysis of the sample is used to show that the crack velocity varies - 
systematically with crack length and load. This leads to fracture criteria based 
on a critical strain and yield stress, and to the conclusion that the majority of 
the irreversible work is dissipated near to the crack tip. The amount of irrever- 
sible work is estimated and deducted from the measured work of fracture to give the 
of surface energy" of the composite. 
I Selected fracture surfaces have been studied using the scanning electron 
microscope and the photographs have been interpreted to give details of the fracture 
processes. The observed surface damage is evidence for the large amount of 
irreversible work required to propagate a crack in these types of materiils. 
The measured work of fracture is used to assess the resistance to failure of 
various different types of composite propellant. An understanding of the mechanism', 
of crack propagation can lead to safer operation of the rocket motor. 
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SUMARY 
A typical composite propellant consists of a matrix of either carboxyl 
or hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene loaded with between 80 to 90 percentage 
by weight of particulate solid, Its mechanical properties are non-linear and 
the failure processes complex. 
The initiation and spatial aspects of the failure have been investigated 
under uniaxial conditions, Poisson's ratio is treated as a strain dependent 
parameter and related to the work required to fracture the propellant. 
The cantilever beam technique has been adapted to measure this work of 
fracture. The results show that the magnitude of this work is dependent on 
the type of propellant tested and the velocity of the crack front, but can be 
considered independent of the sample size and geometry. A geometrical 
argument based on the stress analysis of the sample is used to show that the 
crack velocity varies systematically with crack length and load. This leads 
to fracture criteria based on a critical strain and yield stress, and to the 
conclusion that the majority of the irreversible work is dissipated near to 
the crack tip. The amount of irreversible work is estimated and deducted 
from the measured work of fracture to give the "surface energy" of the 
composite. 
Selected fracture surfaces have been studied using the scanning electron 
microscope and the photographs have been interpreted to give details of the 
fracture processes. The observed surface damage is evidence for the large 
amount of irreversible work required to propagate a crack in these types of 
materials. 
The measured work of fracture is used to assess the resistance to failure 
of various different types of composite propellant. An understanding of the 
mechanism of crack propagation can lead to safer operation of rocket motors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Introductory Remarks 
The following introductory sections I are a review of some of the Past 
work' published on polymers, compo"ite ma rials and propellant properties. tei 
A comprehensive review is impossible "in the space available*' Therefor6-' 
the reader who requires more detaile Id information is referred'to more 
11 2j . 3,41 5 authoritative text books for polymer properties conference 
1167 proceedings and the''CPIA publication for'propellant properties, 
together'ýith the many references given by - them What follows are in the 
author's -. opinion the more - important - parts of the past work having " 'regard 
to iheý'investigation described in this thesis. 
IT '6derstan' integrity Of ro'cket'motors has he' ding of the structuýal' 
made'considerable adva6ces in the past few years. However, although the 
important mechanics of the problem have been established and methods 
worked out to handle them, as yet no technique'has been adopted to 
categorise composite propellants nor to make quafititati've'measurements 
which would allow these methods to be used with complete certainty. 
The aim of this work -; ias, therefore, to investigate composite 
propellant failure and'to establish a method to obtain data which would 
allow the comparison of different types of propellants. The best 
propellant for the particular use envisaged could then be selected from 
the possible alternatives. The method could also be used in a propellant 
chemistry development programme to make "better" composite propellants 
and hence'more reliable rocket motors., 
1*2 Composite propellants, and theýrocket motor 
Solid propellants are unique materials in that they must simulta- 
neously be the source of propulsive energy-and one of the integral ý -, 
structural-components of rocket motors., A typical rocket motor is shown 
1 
in Figure (1)., - Amotor consists of a case, which must, be-strong enough 
to withstand the internal pressure during combustion, with a constricting 
throat'and-nozzle assembly at one end. Most"of the space inside the case 
is-filled withAhe solid propellant charge, which has, a central hole -- 
called the conduit. The cross-sectional shape of the conduit is usually 
complex, which canýbe seen-in Figure (1) as a six-pointed star. ., 
The 
combustion of the propellant is initiated by an igniter-which is usually 
, situated at the opposite end of the. conduit from the nozzle* 
ý-To. produce the hot gas required for propulsion the propellant is a 
heterogeneous mixture of both organic fuel and inorganic. oxidizer. The 
usual oxidizer, ammonium perchlorate, is present to the extent of 80 - 90 
per cent by weight. To achieve such a, high solids loading it is normal 
ýto have'a multimodal particle distribution in the size range 10 to 7,50 fxm. 
The smaller crystals tend to be roughly sphericalt whereas the larger 
crystals which are present in smaller6proportions are more irregular in 
shape. Small quantities of other solids may be-added as ballistic 
modifiers and larger quantities of Aluminium, up to 15 per cent by weight, 
may also be used as a replacement for some of the ammonium perchlorate. 
Traces of bonding agent and other additives are essential constituents 
of a typical propellant. 
The organic fuel is based on a -P, olybutadiene pre-polymer of the 
form 
R rCH- - CH = CH - CH2 _7n -R 
where R can be either the carboxyi'radical, -COOH, or the hydroxyl 
radicall'"-OH. "Other types of radicals have been used"for propellantsý 
but are not-relevant to this ý6rk. "The pr6-polymer'which is a viscous 
liquid-iý mixed with the solid material, cast int -o the rocket motor-case s 
and then cured at 600 C to give a cross-link6d rubber matrix, containing 
2 
-a 
the dispersed solid filler, of the desired shape. The name of the type 
of propellant prodxiced is derived from the terminating radical. Hence, 
Carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene (CTPB) and Hydroxyl-terminated 
polybutadiene (HTPB) are two types of propellant. which have been investiga- 
ted in this work. il 
Solid propellant is formulated, to burn smoothly and to evolve hot 
gases in a predictable manner. -.;, The motors are designed to provide a 
specific performance to meet the requirements of a planned application, 
and the performance is given in terms of motor thrust as a function of 
burn time. The-, thrust of a motor is directly proportional to the chamber 
pressure 
cAtcf 
(I) 
where-T is the thrust (Newtons) 
Pc is the chamber pressure (Nlm 
2 
At is the nozzle throat area (m 
2 
and Cf is the thrust coefficient, a dimensionless efficiency factor 
which has a value of less than unity. Chamber pressure, Pc, is propor- 
tional to the exposed propellant burning surface area, Ab 9 determined from 
conduit shape and length, 
[ýb ]I' 
___' 
' 
PC At 1-n - 
(2) 
where the constant n, is less than unity* The study of the internal 
ballistics of a solid rocket motor is primarily one of the control and 
variations of A. and the burning rate. 
The burning surface area is completely determined by charge design 
while the burning rate is governed primarily by propellant ingredients 
I 
and the chamber pressure. Hence the principal ballistic design problem 
is choice of a suitable propellant and the proper manipulation of the 
charge geometry to achieve the desired thrust - versus - time performance. 
3 
However, if during use the structural integrity of the propellant 
charge should fail . then there would be an increase 
in burning area. 
This will-cause an increase in chamber pressure resulting in faster burning, 
and the process can rapidly lead to catastrophic failure of the. rocket - 
motor. Therefore limitations must be placed on the use of rocket motors 
and the propellant investigated to ascertain. its resistance to failure., 
Henceq structural integrity considerations impose constraints upon 
ballistic designs. 
1., 3 Properties of highly filled elastomers 
Rigid particles in a rubbery or elastomeric material give a composite 
material whose properties depend on whether the filler interacts strongly 
or weakly with the polymeric binder. A general increase in modulus and 
sometimes also in, strength is achieved by the use, of finely, divided solids. 
Other factors, such as uniformity of dispersions particle sizet, shape and 
distribution of filler and volume fraction also, have important influences 
on the magnitude of these changes., 
If the filler is only weakly bonded to the binder the properties can 
, be treated by classical theory for spheres immersed in an elastic matrix* 
A mathematical theory was worked out by Einstein 
8 
for a low concentra- 
tion. of rigid spheres. With no interaction between the spheres 
TL 1+2,5Vf 
r 
where Vf is the volume fraction of the spheres. The relative viscosity 
TLr is the ratio of the viscosity of the suspension to the viscosity of 
the ideal fluid. Since the publication of this basic analysis numerous 
attempts have been made both theoretically and empirically to extend the 
formula to high concentrations of non-spherical filler particles, but 
with only limited success. 
9 For high concentrations of strongly bonded 
1 
filler particles the situation is even worse and no satisfactory 
10 
empirical or theoretical relationship has been established, 
The response of such highly filled materials not only exhibit a 
strong time and temperature dependence (see section'l. 4) but also-indicate 
significant non-linear'stress-strain behaviour. 'Of Particular importance 
are the large departures from -linear viscoelastic behaviour at relatively' 
low strain levels"' _' This behaviour is attributed to' the separation of ' 
the soft matrix from the hard filler particles and the formation of voida. ' 
12 
This phenomenon is called dewetting and was'first observed in experiments 
on filled vulcanised rubbers. 
1.3 
Mmeriments conducted on composites under an applied hydrostatic 
pressure also give evidence for the suppression of'VOids The results show 
a more linear behaviour and an increase in the-atr'ength of the composite- 
This is due to the pressure reinforcing- the filler-binder bond and 
14,15, suppressing the formation and growth of the voids. 
The extent of thiS dewetting and non-linearity also depends'on the 
state of strain a-rid strain history. As a result, the linear theory of 
viscoelasticity - will be severely limited in its application to composites 
with a loading density of rigid filler particles near to its maximum 
value. Composite propellant (see section 1'91) is such a materials 
There seems to be a critical strain for the initiation of, devetting 
in some propellant systems. This is probably related'to the strength of 
the adhesive bond between binder and filler 
ý16 
, The heterogeneity of 
composite propellant results in stress concentrations between the filler 
particles 
ý7 Hence, when'the propellant is deformed the stress ' 
distribution is localized in these concentrations. The, local stress 
increases until-it exceeds the binder-filler interface bond strength$ 
thus causing dewetting and voids form around the filler particles. 
5 
Cohesive failure would occur if the-cohesive. strength of the, binder were 
exceededo resulting in the formation of. vacuoles (small voids) in the 
binder. "-ý.,? 
The similarity between-cohesive and, adhesive failurel, as pointed out 
by Williams 18 % is recognised by, the fact that they both lead to the 
initiation of voidsl the,, fomer in the binderýand the latter at the inter- 
face. ýSince the binder is essentially. ýa film around the solid inclusions, 
any cohesive-failure in it leads directly to an adhesive separation at the 
interfacei because theýadhesive force in a normal propellant is weaker 
than-the cohesive strength of the binder* 
The'strain-rate and temperature will affect both the binder-filler 
bond strength and binder mobilityl,, h6nce any analytical representation 
19 
of this behaviour will be complex. However experiments by Kruse 
indicate that the temperature dependence of this, binder-filler bond is 
not very important, at least in the propellant composition studied. 
The dewetting phenomenon tends to soften the composite material-so 
that subsequent, stretching produces a stress-strain curve which is 
displaced downwards. 20 This behaviour is now known as the "Mullins' 
effect! ' due-to the early-work 
, 
of Mullins who examined the phenomenon in 
detail. - 
21, 
ý He postulated that a breakdown of particle - to- particle 
association and possibly particle - to - rubber association could account 
for the effect. Beuche 
22 
proposed, a molecular argument based on the 
assumption that-the centres of filler, particlas are displaced in an 
affine manner during deformation of-the rubber. The polymer network 
chains, which are attached at both ends to filler particles break when the 
particles have separated enough to stretch the chains to near their full 
elongation. Whether the polymer chains pull-loose from the particle 
surface or break along the backboneýwillidepend upon the relative strengths 
of the bonds involved. 
23 A schematic drawing of the process is shown 
in Figure (2), 
6 
Dewetting always precedes rupture in propellants which are dilating 
by binder-oxidizer separation and may be considered to be. the first step 
in-the failure process. These dewetted regions are relatively weak and 
are the sites for, the progressive failure of the propellant sample, 
Microscopic studies 
24, have shown that propellant rupture occurs in two 
steps. - First,, when deformed in tension, the binder separates from, the 
oxidiser, which results in the formation of elliptical voids around the 
filler particles, Figure (. 3), Secondlya tear is initiated under 
conditions of tensile strain in the binder near-, to the apex of a void and 
propagates perpendicularly to the direction of straining. The dewetting 
in-propellants canoccur in'localized regions and hence-the strain'is not 
uniform throughout the test section. Dewetting is also observed in 
biaxial'loading where"a number of oxidizer particles effectively agglome- 
rate, permitting dewetting around the-periphery only. It is believed 
that dewetting will also occur in specimens loaded in triaxial tension, 
in which the dewetted agglomerates will be roughly spherical. In all 
cases the processes of dewetting are essentially the same i. & separation 
followed by tearing. 
1.4 Modellln'g Temperature . dependence 
Temperature dependence is a fundamental aspect of the properties of 
polymers. Classical viscoelastic theory has been successful in character- 
2 ising its influence on the behaviour of polymers. The time and 
temperature dependencies are inter-related and a change in temperature 
22 
scale is usually equivalent to a change in the time scale. This is 
known as time temperature equivalence and enables data measured over 
a limited time scale at a series of temperatures to be combined to give 
a master curve which represents the behaviour of the material at a 
selected temperature but over a very wide time scale. 
7 
'The method used is based on empirical relationships for the- 
temperature shift factor aT and variables corrected for their temperature 
dependence, which-are called reduced variables. The assimptions, made 
have now been given a molecular interpretation by-various'molecular 
theories of polymer viscoelasticity. 
25,26 
The best, -, known, relationship is that devised by Williamsj', Landel'ýand 
Ferryý(WLF) 27 
a -C 
(T TO) ,--, 'I", I 'log T0 1* ,- 
-;, 
C2+TT0 
Where T is, the test temperature andg. Cl and C2 are constants for the 
reference. temperature To* If this reference temperature is such that 
,, T 0- 
Tg -= 500CO where Tg is the', glass transition temperature, then Cl 
and C2 are general, constants with-values of 8.86 and 101.6. respectively. 
A more useful version of. the equation, is 
log aT 
17A4 (T - T&) 
51*6 +T- Tg 
Values of can then be calculated if the glass transition temperature "IT 
is known or can be measured. 
28 Otherwise it may be deduced from the 
experimental data. 
The WLF method, of reduction gives a good corrilation for filled 
polymers, 
29 to such an extent that it is standard_practice in the 
propellant industry. 
Uniaxial data in theform of isothermal logAog plots of modulus or 
maximum stress (both normalised to a standard temperature) and of strain, 
all against strain-rate, may be shifted along the rate axis by an amount 
log aT. Th 
Ie 
magnitude of, at,, is calculated, for the 
I 
particular test 
temperature. In this way the shifted plots are superimposed to give a 
8 
continuous master-curve., -This technique enables measurements of a tensile 
variable made over a, range of strain-rates R and of temperature to be 
plotted on a single scale, that of log reduced strain-ratp, log Ra,,, to 
give a single curve, characteristic of the propellant te8ted. '30 
1.5 Theoretical-failure criteria 
Theoretical 1ailure criteria can be classified as either, microscopic 
or macroscopic. The macroscopic criteria treat the, composite propellant 
as a continuum and general theories, such as thermo-dynamicst elasticity, 
viscoelasticity, etc., are used to describe the behaviour* For micro- 
scopic-criteria the propellant is treated as a conglomeration of particles 
and microscopic theories involving such phenomena as binder-filler - 
interaction, effect of, particle size, and shape, and interparticle frictions 
etc., must be, combined to-give, overall criteria. 
31 
The different, approaches are all describing the same proceseq there- 
forej a microscopic failure theory must be extended to the macroscopic- 
range before, it can be considered a true failure criterion., -, - ,- 
1.5.1 Macroscopic failure theories- 
The classical macroscopic failure theories. of maximum principal 
stress, maximum strain, maximum shear stress and maximum total energy 
have been applied to metallic materials with a fair degree of 
32 
success* This is due to the fact that most metale, yield-at, 
relatively low strains and yielding is generally classified as 
failure. However, the large strains associated with polymer failure 
give considerable deviations from the predictions of classical 
infinitesimal theory. 
Finite elasticity theory has been applied to certain rubbers 
with reasonable results, 
33 The method involves generating, a, three- 
dimensional failure surface using the three principal stresses or 
9 
strains. These surfaces are defined so that any stress combination 
which occurs within the boundary will not cause rupture. However$ 
this approach does not-include-theýeffects of time and temperature 
and a general case, therefore, would involve a failure surface in 
a five-dimensional space. Even so, a composite material is sensitive 
to history of loading, and the damage is not only cumulative, but 
the rate ofamumulation also depends, on the amount of previous damage, 
and such cases cannot'*be treated by the failure surface method. 
- Some of these problems have been overcome by constructing a 
uniaxial failure'envelope which has been developed for filled 
elastomers by Smith. 
34. This envelope normally consists of a log- 
log plot of reduced failure stress (see section 1.4) versus the 
strain at break. 'Any calculated point (reduced'stress and corres- 
ponding strain) which falls within this envelope represents a 
condition under which the propellant will not fail. This method is 
extensively used to characterise propellants in the laboratory but 
has limitations in its uses for-multi-axial stress'states and fatigue. 
The time dependency has been modelled using a viscoelastic 
approa6h'consisting, of a-series'of springs and dashpots. The method 
is', essentially linear and does not fully describe the nonlinear 
behaviour of composite propellants* An: excellent review article of 
the problema'involved and technique's used has been produced by 
Willi&ms. 35 
The energic approach to macroscopic failure has been based on 
Griffith's hypothesis. The theory was formulated for brittle 
fracture and involved the energy balance between the elastic'strain 
energy'and the release of this energy'in'the foM of the'surface 
energy of'a crack (see section 1.6). For rubbers the concept was 
10 
modified to a characteristic energy for tearing 
37which is very 
similar to the Griffith's surface-energy. It should be noted that 
in a solid material the surface energy is not the same as the surface 
tension. '381 39 
The strain energy can be released by means of three mechanisms, 
they are surface energyl'kinetic energy and heat or dissipation 
energy. These are combined into what is referred to as the work of 
fracture$ " the energy in the form of work required to create unit 
area of crack regardless of the processes involved. 
40 
The 
Griffith's approach has been extended by these considerations to 
failure in viacoelastic materialsq 
41 (see section 1.5.2). 
If the'experimental difficulties involved in measuring the 
thermodynamic quantities, in the appropriate form for the energy 
equation, could be overcome this approach, would become a very useful 
failure criterion. 
I 
1.5.2 Microscopiefailure theories 
The "weakest link" theory has been used with extreme-value 
statistics to formulate a failure theory. 
42 
The theory considers 
the ultimate strength of a volume of material as the strength of its 
weakest unit volume. The material is treated as an elastic continuum 
containing a random distribution of flaws. 
43 
While the theory has 
been successfully used to describe brittle-type-failures 
44,45, 
, it 
is not directly applicable to the ductile-type failures associated 
with composite propellants. 
As the filler particle size and distribution has an effect on 
the mechanical properties of propellants' 
46, 
-a granular mechanics 
approach has been used similar to that in the study of soil behaviour. 
The propellant was treated as various sized spherical particles 
11 
interco I nn'e I ct'ed by an elastic binder. 
47 The filler particles were 
assumed to behave in an elastic manner and have a unique coefficient 
of'friction. By the use of a statistical analysis the behaviour of 
the composite under compressive and shear stress loads was succesa- 
fully modelled. The fitting parameters have to be determined from 
experimental data. However the'theory does not include time effects 
and breaks down when applied to tensile loads. 
The effect of cumulative damage has been described by the 
hypothesi I s'used by Hiner for the fatigue of metals. 
48 
Failure 
occurs at the Mth load cycle when - 
ni (6) 
NJ 
Where, ni is the_, number of cycles at theli 
th 
stress level, and 
N is the number of cycl 
I 
es at the i 
th 
stress level required to i 
cause failure. 
This linear expression was modified for non-linear behaviour and 
a pplied to propellant failure in the form 
49 
i= i---- (7) 
li1 .x 
-' i 
j=1 
where the . empiri Ic" al coef I fi ci .e. ntx- is stre ss dependent and is less 
than one for large stresses and'greater than one for small stresses* 
1.5.3 Other failure theories 
Dnpirical criteria have been used in several laboratories. A 
typical example is that a failure will occur sometime in a rocket 
motor if the strain exceeds one half of the average strain at break 
measured by uniaxial,. test. 
50 
12 
A theory that uses, the thermal activation concept to drive the 
failure process has-been., proposed for unfilled rubbers below their 
glass transition temperature. 
51 However, a molecular reaction rate 
model as first proposed by, Tobolsky and Eyring 
52 has, been applied 
to the di3atationaL, failure of filled elastomers. 
53 In the notation 
of reference,, (. 5.3), if the, number of bonds per unit cross-sectional 
area of thread is. N,, then the rate of breaking of the bonds under 
an applied stress S, assuming that repair, was, 'possibles-was_ 
calculated as 
OL t"' 
AF) 'Sink 
0- p 7)" 2. ---- 
(s) 
2N I<T 
In this relationship 4F. is the free energy of activationt 
X is the_ 
average, distance projected in the direction, of, stress, between 
equilibrium positions in the, displacement processT. is, the absolute 
temperature, and kth and R are Boltzmann's constants Planck's constant, 
and the gas law constant$ respectively. When the thread breaks, N 
equals zero, since the number of remaining bonds is,, zero. ý_ 
&perimental results indicate that, the argument of the hyperbolic 
sine is independent, of temperature. This allows the approximate 
integration-of the. differential form of the equation from the 
unstressed condition to the. breakage of the ýonds, and if the time 
failure is denoted as tf then 
ln (t f ST) =A+B- CS y 
where A'an'dýB are constants. 'The term C=-- where N 2- Ve kl* 0 
is the: number, of unbroken bonds per unit area in-the unstressed- 
materiali and-is found to'be-a material constant*- The value of the 
constants, can'be found from three measurements of tf at independent 
conditions of temperature and stress level. 
13 
When applied to dilatational failure, the number of unbroken 
bonds'will reach zero at the point at which the void - initiates and 
begins to propagate along the particle boundary. Further assumptions 
are required-if the equations are to-be used to determine the actual 
failure of a test sample. .-I 
The reaction rate model of failure has also been investigated 
by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) -54 and infrared (IR) 
spectroscopic techniques in an attempt to investigate the bond 
rupture phenomena. 
Farris has suggested from the results of his extensive investiga- 
tion. of propellant dilatation 
56 that the maximum allowable strain in 
use should be less than that at which the propellant starts to dewete 
This observation is bai3ed'on results from a gas dilatometer and have 
been interpreted to give an expression for the following stress strain 
function for a highlý filled elastomer such as propellant. 
57 
10) E eor 
where S is the stress, e'the strain, E the modulus and the 
dilatation. 'Thi constant B does not appear to depend strongly upon 
rate or temperatures which indicates that the vacuolo'growth process 
modifies the material behaviour in the same way over a broad range 
of test conditions. In the simple model the modulus is assumed to 
remain constant, not a realistic assumption, but the resulting 
effects are negligible compared to those caused by the dewettine 
processes. 
Taking'the vacuole initiation at the interface as'being stress 
controlled and the void growth to be a function of the viscoelastic 
properties of the binder, the equation can be modified for constant 
strain R, to give 
3.4 
R cit. 
where S(t) is thestress at time t, S0 the mean'stries and 30 the 
standard deviation of the stress distribution derived from the 
vacuole distribution which'appears to be Gaussian. The magnitude 
of the exponential exponent is calculated from the experimental data. 
For a constant load the equation becomes 
AV kt e (t) exp 
2 
V 
and as the stress is constant 
V --4. - Ate Ct) 
v 
The dilation, has an approximately linear dependency on strain and 
time. 
1.6 Fracture Mechanics Approach t 
1.6.1 Classical fracture theories- 
Fracture mechanics has, developed rapidly in the Past few years 
but had its origin in the work of Griffith's on the failure of a 
thin sheet of brittle material. 
35 He proposed an energy balance 
concept that a crack would increase in size-provided that 
ýt-L 
Z) C. C) C. 
where u is the elastic strain energy, 3 the surface energy and c is 
the length parameter of the crack. This leads to an expression which 
related the stress to initiate failure$ to the size of the 
58 inherent characteristic flaws which are present in most materials. 
dc, 
y 
q4E(rý 
I, --, -, (1-4) 
15 
where Ic is a constant for the geometry and crack shape under 
consideration, E the material modulus,, a the size of the flaw and 
ý6 
the energy required to create a unit of new surface area called 
the surface energy. 
The idea was extended by Orowan 
59 to ductile materialst then 
Ccy 
Gý. 
where P is the irreversible (plastic) work done by the particular 
dissipation-procesa involved in the propagation of a crack of 
60 length 2cL. 
It is'now 'common practice to 'combine the irreversible work term 
with the Griffith'S surface energy and'ref'er to a tem called'work 
of fracturet 
"The'stresa diatriýution around'; racks in infinite plates and 
other geometries derived, from classical elastic theory 61t'62i 63,64 
was applied by Irwin 
65 
to give a mathematical basis to the Griffith's 
idea and introduced the tem G called the strain energy release 
66 
rate. This tem is related to the stress field intensity factor 
K, by 
K2 M for Plane stress, Le thim'sheets 
and 
K2 EG 2 for plane strains i. e* thick sheets (1-jx ) 
where ýL is Poisson's ratio. The parameter K represents a combina- 
tion of the effects of crack dimensions and the normal stress field 
influencing the crack behaviour and can be evaluated for a large 
number of different loading systems and sample geometries. These 
relationships are generalisations of the Griffith's infinite sheet 
concept. 
16 
Crack propagation occurs when the, applied force gives a critical 
value GCI called'fracture toughnesso and this value id related to the 
surface energy by 
G=2' ----(16) 
The analysis gave 
G dC 
2w 
where F is the-applied loadt w the crack width and C the compliance 
of the system used to load the crack. This relationship can be used 
to. measure the magnitudes of these parameters (see section 4). 
In a composite the material controlling the extension of a crack 
is contained in a small "active" region close to the crack-tip. 
Large amounts of irreversible work will be dissipated in the process 
of fracture. Wells suggested in 1961 
67 
that even when considerable 
irreversible work occurred, it was possible to use the amount by 
which the crack opened as a measure of the work done in extending the 
crack. This was called Crack Opening Displacement (COD) and could 
be related to the G and K concept of fracture. He showed using the 
analysis of Dugdale 
68,69 
for a crack in an infinite platel that 
the crack opening displacement, 6 was 
cari IT4S7, CL 
E 6'ý 
where tr is the uniaxial'yield stress of the material and 6 is t he 
tensile stress remote from the crack. But for the same conditions 
G, (regarded as an energy release rate)*'is defined as 
G= TT' 62 06 (19) 
E 
so that we have 
&K2 (20) 
17 
providini; a direct link with the concepts of the previous theory. 
This relationship has been applied to polymers 
70 
and will be 
referred, to later (Section 4). 
A review paper of these ideas with their limitations and short 
comings has been published, 
71 Even so, classical fracture theories 
have become design criteriazfor combatting brittle fracture of, 
metals 
72 
and plastics 
7%3 in the presence of cracks or-flawao 
-The Griffith-type energy approach has been developed for rubbers 
by Rivlin and Thomas '37 who introduced the tearing energyj T, defined 
as 
TUc 
A, 
where U& is the, total energy in a test piece having a crack surface 
of 2A. For a crack of length oin the, edge of a sheet of uniform 
thickness in, simple extension then 
U= ke 2 tw ---- (22) 
where k is a strain-dependent term, tj the sheet thicknessland W the 
strain-energy density in the rubber far. removed from the crack. It 
therefore follows that 
T 2kWo. (23) 
and this applies to materials which are highly elastic 
74 
and which 
have non-lingar stress-strain relationships. At small strains k 
approaches the classical-elasticity value of Tr and the relationship 
becomes identical with the strain-energy release rate of linear, 
fracture, mechanics. It is therefore possible to derive T theoreti- 
cally in terms of the sample dimensions and applied forces or to 
measure it experimentally in the, laboratory@75 
A generalised theory of fracture mechanics has been proposed 
76 
which introduces a loss function, The loss function as defined 
18 
varies with the external constraint eo, the temperature E) and the 
rate of crack propagation R and any other factor affecting the loss 
characteristics of the material 
YF 
- 
)ý ýC&,, &., R) - '- --- Oz 4-) 
The loss function reduces to unity if the material is everywhere 
perfectly elastic. The theory is still under development and has yet 
to be compared with sensible experimental results. 
1.6.2 Crack propagation and growth 
Classical fracture mechanics as described in the last section 
has been developed for materials which are in essence rate-insensitive 
where crack propagation is concerned. In these materials the crack 
is considered to be unstable if it propagates at a high velocity 
(usually the order of magnitude of the shear wave speed) as in brittle 
fracture; otherwise it is termed stable and will not propagate*. 
The Griffith's energy approach models the point of instability. For 
plastic materials the Griffith's energy is modified, as previously 
described, and the crack growth is modelled using a time independent 
dissipation mechanism and the point of instability becomes less well 
defined. However for a viscoelaztic material the dissipation 
mechanism not only depends an the history of the state of stress or 
strain but is strongly time and temperature dependent and a point of 
instability becomes very difficult to define. 
For polymers* which are not strongly viscoelastics the fracture 
mechanical parameters have been experimentally determined for various 
crack-tips speeds- It is found that Kc, the critical stress field 
intensity factor, depends on crack-tip speed for crack growth in 
air 
77 
, in various organic solvents 
78, 
and under fatigue-crack 
conditiona, 
79 In all cases the relationship is not well defined and 
has not been modelled with complete certainty. 
*The crack may increase very slowly but is still referred to as a 
stable crack, 
19 
When a viscoelastic material, containipg a crack is stressed 
some time will-be required before the material 9ý the crack tip is 
strained sufficiently to allow crack propagation. This time span is 
known as the initiation time for crack propagation. 
80 
The rate of, 
subsequent crack propagation may vary over many orders of magnitude. 
Temperature also has an effect on the material parameters controlling 
the processes and on the critical crack length. 
81 
The rate of energy dissipation has been estimated for a thermo- 
rheological, ly simple linear viscoelastic material 
82 
and compared 
with experimental data. 
&3 
The time-d. ependent processes have been 
modelled for the viscoelastic joint between elastic materials but 
have not been tested experimentally. 
84 
However, all these theories replace the failing material near 
the crack-tip by a very idealised model. A more realistic approach 
85 has been proposed in which although the bulk material is assumed 
to be linearly viscoelastic, the nature of the failure zone is quite 
arbitrary andq therefore, could include material which is highly non- 
linear, rate dependent, and even discontinuous. The viscoelastic 
nature of the bulk material is modelled by a generalised power law. 
It was also assumed that the instantaneous crack-tip velocity depends 
only on the instantaneous stress intensity factor and is independent 
of the history of both this factor and the stresses. This may not 
be correct for fatigue cracking. 
An equation for fracture initiation time has been derived 
85 
and found to be very similar to the elasticity relation for critical 
stressf except that a secant compliance appears in place of an elastic 
constant* The crack-tip velocity in the opening mode of failure 
depends on the effective stress intensity factor and has been 
20 
mathematically modelled but measurements are required to specify 
the parameters. The theory has been applied to both, unfilled and 
filled polymeric materials with reasonable success and the work is 
being extended to account for geometric and material non-linearities 
in the bulk material and for other modes of crack growth. 
21 
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UN=AL TESTS 
2*1 Introduction 
The uniaxial test was used initially because it was simple to 
perform and monitor. The strains were applied at various constant 
rates and then held at'a'particular constant value and the propellant 
behaviour measured. A constant-strain test was chosen because it 
applies simila stresses'to those encoxmtered bj ipropellants'in the 
rocket motor during storage. The Pro'pe3. lantle"response'dur: Lng the 
straining phase of the tests was also-measuredo 
Three crosaý-head ýppeeda were'uaed for the teats at) that a 
nominal strain of Oý25'vaa'applied in 125'seconds for Series A testst 
600 seconds for Series B testa'and 60 seconds for Seriis C tests. 
2.2 The experimental technique 
The constant strain capability 'of the'CTPB propellait I was 
tested in the Uniaxial dumb-bel. 1 configuration shown izi Figure Ma. 
2.2ol AýParatus` 
The straining . device and the propellant sample -a used"are-- 
illustrated in'Figure (5)0 Strains'were 'applied manually by 
slowly rotating the screw and moving the attached javB along 
the side guide-rods., The magnitude of the"strains applied to 
the sample were'measured by-comparison I of the surfaco'gild marks 
with standard prepared gauges which are also shown in Figure (5)o 
The experiments were monitored photographically, a-flash- 
light -source being iased to reduce surface heating. -'GooA 
photographic contrast,, on'the propellant surface was obtained 
uaingýyellow-light together with blue gauge markB. A semi- 
silvered mirror was incorporated into-th6 optical system to allow 
a digitaItizie display to be'superimposed'on", the photographic 
record of the propellant snrface'. D The complete'experimental, rig 
can be-seen in Figure (6). 
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At a later stage of the investigation a bench model, 
Instron 1026 tensile tester becameýavailable, and was used to I 
replace the manual straining rig, _ 
The Instron 1026 comprises 
-of an electronic load-weighing system of strain-gauged, load 
, cells, a controlled driving system and an accurate pen and 
chart, ý, recorder. The load cells have, a full scale load range 
from 0-50 gms to 0-50 kgw,, -The driving system provides cros&- 
ýhead speeds in the range 0*5 mm/min to 500 mm/min. and, the chart 
recorder may be driven at, paper, speeds of 50 to 1000 mm/min or 
at a chosen ratio of the cross-head speed., II 
The filmýrecords, of, the, -, experiments were analysed on a- 
film readert the screen of, which is a Hinmac; trace readere The 
Minmac manufactured by D-Mac of Glasgow has a digitising area of 
W, mm x 480 mm. ýThe X and Y-co-ordinates of any point in, this 
area can be obtained using a viewingsight. -, 
The position of the 
sight is determined by tensioned wire, driven linear potentio-_ 
meters* The analogue signals proportional to the, co-ordinates 
are transmitted by. flexible cables to an electronic unit and 
displayed on, a. digital voltmeters Scaling, and zeroing facilities 
enable the operator to select, the required origin, and scale. The 
electronic unit drives an electric,, typewriter for, hard copy 
records and a punch-for tape-output-compatible with-the-computer 
used for the, analysisi-- 11 
The manuýacturerls specification is given as a true resolution 
of,, l Part. in 1350 at maximum scale. 
2.2.2 , Sample prpTaration and method of testing,,. ý 
The CTPB propellant 19, the composition oft. which is shown 
in - Appendix A (84% _by, weight of aolid) I was 
mixed and- cast into 
standard dumb-bell, moulds., The moulds were cured for 7 days at. 
60oC. 86 Samples were cut from the mouldso sealed into polvthene 
23 
0 bags and stored over molecular sieve at 20 C. The samplqo are 
stored dry because the absorption of water vapour by the 
prop'ellant changes the physical properties. 
87 
This absorption 
is very slow and a period of many weeks is required to give any 
measurable change. 
Each sample to be tested was identified by means of a 
number and a letterl the number indicating the position in the 
mould and the letter the particular mould from which the sample 
was cut* SWIes to be tested waro'cliosen at'randomO 
The gauge' marics were stamped onto the surface of the 
propellant in blue ink. The use of the grid technique for strain 
measurement has been--reviewed 
88 
and compared to the Moire strain 
89 
measurement method I but for-this'particular work it was 
considered that a simple grid was'sufficiento'., -Also the heterogeneous 
nature of the'-propellant surface could have made a Moire, type 
interference pattern difficult to interpret. 
90. Howeverl it is 
acknowledged that a Noire, technique would have-given a more, 
comprehensive strain distribution* 
The strain was applied at a constant rate and photographs 
were taken at pre-determined intervals daring the straining* After 
the selected strain had been achieved photographs were taken at 
intervals upto and including the, time of break. A photograph of 
the gap between the failure surfaces was'taken 100 seconds after 
the sample failedl and 100 seconds later a photograph of the, 
rejoinedt'but not compressedl sample was taken*, A typical 
sequence of events isshown in Figure (7). A constant nominal 
strain of 0.25 was applied, assuming'a moilmal*gauge length of 
30 mms in 125-seconds for Series, A testag in-600 seconds for 
Series B tests and'60 seconds for Series C tests. Thirty, fourteen 
24 
and twelve samples respectively were tested at the diffeLrent 
strain rates. The-experiments were carried out at a temperature 
of'20 +10C and at ambient humidity. No precautions were taken 
to keep the samples dry as the tests did not last more than 
1j2OO secondss in-which time no measurable change in bulk 
properties could have taken place. 
2-3 Results of Series-A and B tests 
Series A and Series B s4Wles, were tested on the manual rig 
with a-10 mm spaced'lateral grid as shown--in-Figure (5). A preliminary 
analysio, of the data was conducted to, test for random position of break 
and reproducibility of propelUnt properties. 
2-3-1 Random position of break 
Samples from, one'particular mould were selected as part of 
the'Series A tests* The,, time to break and the position of the 
break wereýnoted. It can be seen from"Figure (8) that the 
position of break is randoinly distributed about the-centre 
position. It is therefore-concluded that no systematic, flaw 
or "weak spot" was introduced into the propellant during the 
preparation of the samples. There was also no evidenceof mould 
to mould variation in properties. 
The distance from a particular end to the centre -of the break 
surface was measured., The average of these measurements was 
32 mm, with-a standardýdeviation of 8*iýThis would position the 
average break sufficiently near the centret ie 35 mmt to warrant 
the assumption of a random distribution of break positioni - 
2-3-2 Effective Rauge length - 
As stated in section 2.1.2 a nominal gauge length of 30 mm 
was assumed for the tests. TheýphotograPhicallY measured true 
propellant strain did not equate with the applied hominal strain 
25 
because of the flow of, -the propellant from the grips., The average 
applied true strain was, measured asý0*24 with a, standard deviation 
of 0-005- ---ý, IIý. 
-, The measured gap between the propellant pieces after failure 
waB used as a measure of actual displacements and. hence used to 
determine the nominal strain (no permanent extension of the- 
samplesýbeing observed after, these particular experiments). The 
effective gauge length of each propellant sample, was then-, - 
calculated. 6 The average value'was 47-5 mm with a standard 
deviation of-3-0., This result agrees very well with the value 
of 50 mm given by previous work with the, siune test piece 
geometry$-considering the error in the, indireot measurement of 
displacement caused by non-planar failure surfaces. 
2-3-3 Time to break4istribution 
The variation-of, time to break for both Series A and Series B 
tests are-shown in Figare-(ýYand, it can beseen that the time 
values vary over two orders of magnitude* The recorded time to 
break, was theilapse time from theý, beginning of the test-to, the 
time at which the sample finally failedo Therefore the, 
distribution for the slowerýstrain rate tests, ie-Series B testes 
is displaced tolonger times. -The peak of the Series A 
distribution curve, occure-at, about 250 seconds whereas the 
corresponding peak for the Series B tests occurs at about 
seconds* The shapes of the curves are similar to those of 
, a, Gaussian or'normal distribution. This wide variation in time 
to break cannot be explained by differences in the amount of 
Strain aPPliedq or by variations in the rate of applying the 
strain. -The samples tested have an exp(mential survival 
I distributiong, as can be seen from the linear plate in Figure (10)o 
The data extrapolates to a survival ratio of unity at zero time* 
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This indicates, itith reipect'to the mode of failure 'being" , 
studiedl that the samples were essentially flow-free when 
manufactured in agreeient with the conclusions from section 2-3-1- 
The"lineir'plots also implies that the mechanism controlling 
the, rate of the` failure ý process 6an . be de6cribed by a --probability 
type of relationship. 'This type of failure depends on the rate 
of straining - as indicated by the separate plots of Figure (10)* 
The slope for the Series A samples is 1.4 x 10-3 sec -1 and that 
for the Series B samples 3-3 x 1073 sec-le A factor of 5 increase 
in the rate of straining changes the slope by a factor of nearly 
2.5. This is not unexpected as 
lit -is 
well ýmown, that the 
properties of filled and unfilled elastomers depend on strain 
rate. 
91 The, temperature also has an effect on the ultimate 
I 
prop erties of elastomers. 
92 However, the temperature effects 
have not been investigated in this particular work. 
No attempt was made to derive any empirical relationship 
from this limited information. Although the indication that an 
expon I ential influence exists has be en used in section 2.4.1 and 
can be expected from the various theories discussed in section 1.5. 
The non-linear response of such a highly loaded system also makes 
the theoretical approach to the description of the failure processes 
93 a very difficult if not impossible task. 
2.4 Discussion of results from Series A and B tests 
It has been suggested that the strain-rate dependency of the 
ultimate properties of filled elastomers are due to changes in the 
94 filler matrix interaction rather than truly viscoelastic phenomena. 
This interaction is known as dewetting and results in the formation of 
voids. The tendency of the polymer to pull loose from the surface 
of the filler particles when the sample is strained and the subsequent 
27 
formation of voids around these particles leads to an overall density 
decrease. The, process may be characterised by bulk volume changes 
during straining. A convenient way of investigating this volume 
change is to use Poissones ratio. Iý 
2.4.1 Variation of Poisson's ratio with uniaxial strain 
, Poisson's ratio can be defined as 
tA = Transverse fractional contraction, ( 6 w) 
Axial fractional extension e 
The fractional contraction is the change per unit width 
IAWI 
W0 bein g the original unstrained sample width., The fractional 
extension is the change per unit length 
e 
P- 0 
ao being the original unstrained length of the reference grid. 
From the photographic records it was, possible to measure the 
increaae in length of the longitudinal grid marked on the 
surface.. 02 and at the same time to measure the change 
in widtht, (w WO), of the sample. Assuming that the cross- 
sectional area clumges isotropicallyj the ratio-of the two 
tractional changeal regarding a fractional contraction as having , 
a negative value, would give a measure of Poisson's ratio. 
"T, 
he accurac7 when measuring rma3.1, ch=ges must be, considered. 
In this case the changes were measured on approximate3, v a 10-mm 
square. The measurements were carried out on, a film reader of 
X 10 magnification. to. an, ac, curacy of better than 0.2 mm, ie a 
change of I in 500 could be detected* However the shadow at the 
edge of the samaple and the finite widths (115 =)s of the gauge 
marks reduced this to a reproducible measurement of change to 
28 
about 1 in 250. The initial'increments of strain measurement 
could therefore: be'subject to considerable-erroro 
The variation of Poisson's ratio with strain is shown in 
Figure (11) for samples from-the Series Atests. The'considerable 
scatter at'low strains can, be seen* Also shown is the plot for a 
sample straining at constant volume which indicates that the 
propellant -is dilating, ie dewettingg, 'as expected. The magnitude 
of this effect'is considered in section 2.4.2o Samples from the 
Series B tests behaved in a similar manners 
-Noting the exponential-nature of the results, as discussed 
previouslys the-relationsldp between Poisson's ratio and strain 
was taken to be of the form:, 
c exp G me) (25) 
which is shown in Figure (12)., The values of the intercepts Cl 
and the exponento m, were computed for each sample using a 
I'least - square - fit" technique. The variation of'theý values 
obtained can be seen in Figure (13) for the constant Co and 
Figure (14) for the exponent m. The amount of scatter is 
considered-typical for tests on materials like composite 
propellantsý - 1.1 1 rý 
The average Values obtained are listed, below: 
Series A tests , exponent m=2.9 with a standard deviation of 0.4 (30 samples) 
constant c=0.56 with a standard deviation of 0.06 
Series B tests ' exponent --M. = 3-1 with a standard deviation of 0*2 (14 sampi 
. 
es) 
-a, standard deviation of 0.02 constant c. 0.59 with 
The differences between the exponent values were shown by the 
Student It", test-to be of-no significance and. a value of m- 3-0 
was taken as a good approximation for both series of tests. This 
29 
is, in agreement with Farris's woric (section 1-5-3)t in which his 
exponents B (in equation 10)9 all be it. in a slightly different 
equationlyasýconsidered independent of strain-rate* 
The values of the constant c: are significantly, differents 
the Ptudent 'It" test gives a probability, ýMt the dietribitions 
are the sameof less than 0,5%, and therefore the constant 
depends on strain-rate, This constant also gives the value of 
Poisson's ratio for zero strain and the calculated values are 
more than 0., 500. which is considered doubtful for real materials. 
However, -, Isimilar results 
have been obtained with a gas"dilatometers 
and it was suggested, that propellant when, initiallv strained does 
in fact undergo a volume decrease due to a rearrangement, and 
closer packing of finer particles. 96" This type of behaviour 
may explain, the mnall knee observed at the beginning of the 
stress-strain curve for some uniaxial, tests. Laboratory density 
measurements were unsuccessful. in, datecting this density increase 
after a emall amount of tensile strain. 
In this reported work the relationship'was calculated using 
the measured true strain, eq and it is suspected that there is 
-a critical strain 
for the initiation of dewetting. This is 
analogous to the yield strain in a Bingham type material. 
Thereforeq the relationship should have been written in terms 
of an effective strain, e efft where 
eeff =e -ecrit ---- -- 
(26) 
P-crit being the critical strain for the onset of voiding. The 
direct meamrem'ent of Ccrit is very difficult becauae of the 
large errors inherent at low strainag but can be interpolated 
from the results by calculating the value of strain which 
30 
represents a Poisson's ratio of 0.50. Values of R-crit are 
shown in Table I and it can be seen that the value depends on 
strain rate, but'has*an approximate value of 0-05- 
It has therefore been shown-that for the propellant"tested 
the Poisson's ratio depends on strain, in the fom: 
0.5 exp - 3-0, eaff-- (27) 
where the effective strainjeeffq depends on strain rate but has 
the approximate value of 
P, eff = P- - 0,05 
It should be mentioned that equation 27 breaks down at 
effective strains of above about 0.40g the actual limit value 
depending on the particular propellant tested. If the propellant 
survives to this high strain then it behaves as a filled foam 
with a constant value of Poisson's ratio. 
2.4.2 Calculation of dilatation an straining 
The volume change can be calculated if we consider a unit 
cube. After straining the length of the sides become, ass=ing 
that the material is isotropic j (i + 62 
)1 (1 +6 W) and (I +5 W) 
Hence the dilatation D. ie'the change in vol=e per unit"volume 
on straining is 
(1 -e D= 
AV 
+ 
2, 
---- ------ -- (28) v 
-SW where eU and IL -9ý 
which expands to 
22 2++0 (29) 
[I 
- 
Pi 
+- 
ýF)q 
For small strains this reduces to 
2p (30) 
and if there is no vol=e change 
D=0, and I IP I+ 
which gives for vanishingly small strains 
0.5 
TABLE I 
SERI ES A SERIES B 
SAMPLE 
NO e crit 
SAMPLE 
NO C cr'it 
SAMPLE 
NO e, crit 
I O. o6q 16 0.066 1 0.067 
2 0.055 17 0.055 2 0.039 
.3 0.015 18 0.029 3 0.070 
4 0.022 19 0,025 4 0.065 
5 010 20 0.063 5 0.037 
6 0.024 21 0.042 6 0.069 
7 0.011 22 0.026 7 0,080 
8 0* 053 23 0.066 8 0.071 
9 0.039 24 0.066 9 0.092 
10 0.024 25 0-013 10 0.052 
11 0.069 26 0.068 11 0.013 
12 0.052 27 0.03i 12 o'. o4g 
13 010 28 bo'074 13 0.050 
14 0.013 29 0.0 14 0.040 
15 0.061 ''30 0.056 - 
AVERAGE P-crit 0.04 AVERAGE 
e crit 0.053 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.02 SD = 0,025 
VALUES OF, STRAIN FOR POISSONIS RATIO 0.50 
4 
r, - 
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However, for finite strains'with no volume change, JR. D = 01 )a 
decreases with increasing tensile strain as'shown by the dashed 
line in Figure (11)o For a tensile strain of one per cenVthe 
value of Poisson's ratio is 
p-ý0.495 
- S? abstituting the known relationship for Poisson's ratios 
i*. equation 27, - into equation 28 gives 
De exp - 3.0 e21 (32) 2 eff 
and hence the dilatation can be calculated from known value'a of 
applied tensile strain. 
Measured values of e and calculated values of were computed 
in equation 28, using the computer prograi'shown in Appendix B, to 
give the plots of dilatation shown in Figure (15). The computed 
values of predicted dilatations using equation 32s are also shown 
in Figure (15) - for the cases where e eff its equal to the applied 
true strain (e) and w6re e eff e- 0-05. The agreement is' 
good and shows that the majority of computed values occur within 
the two envelopes* Also plotted I on this graph are some results 
from Parris's reported work using a gas dilatometer shifted along 
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the strain axis to superimpose at the origin The values are 
similar but the shape is different at higher strains because the 
data was for an American type of propellant with a higher strain 
capability than the tested propellant. The samp 
. lea used in the 
- 
gas dilatometer also have a constraint at the tabs and so the 
recorded aLverage, dilatation would be less than that calculated 
from my testa particularly at high strains. 
The scatter on the computed values is shown in Figure (16) 
as the distribition plot of the dilatation at the 0.20 true strain 
levelo The two envelope values are shown to contain the peak 
values of the distribution. No correlation was found between the 
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time, to, break and the distributione It was suspected that the 
samples, with the shorter time to break would correspond to those 
with the largest dilatationat the 0., 20 strain level* However 
the data did not support this hypothesis., It was concluded that 
the dilatation was not uniformly spread throughout the samples* 
2.,. 5 Results fr(= Series C tests iI 
One of the disadvantages of the gas dilatometer is that it 
measures the average dilatation of the sample'under test. Whereas the 
grid method'and analysis technique described in the previous sections 
can be used to measure the surface strain distribution. The non- 
uniformity of the surface strain field could be seen from the variation 
of width during the tests of Series A and B samples. Therefore 
Series C samples were tested at a strain-rate of 0,2,5 ra/mm/min on 
the Instron tensile tester to measure this distribution. 
2-5-1 Test of-surface grid 
A grid with rectangular elements of nominally 5 mm by 2 ma 
was stamped onto a sheet of white card. This card was then 
placed in the same position as a sample would occupy in the test 
machine and a series of photographs taken. These photographs 
were then analysed on the film reader at the maximum magnification 
of about X 20, the results were computed and compared to the grid 
spacing measured, using a vernier travelling microscope. The 
variation of a given pair of lines was measured for both methods 
to an accuracy of + 0.01 mm. 
The dimensions of sixty elements were measured with the 
following results; 
Travelling microscope measurements 
Average Maximum MinjIMIM 
2 mm sides 1.97 mm + 0.10 - 0.09 
5 mm sides 5-00 =+o. 16 - o. o6 
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The variation in spacing of, the grid was at least + 0-1 mm for 
both the 2 and 5 mm sides of the, elements. 
These results were then compared, to those obtained from 
,,,,,, 
the analysis of two-separate photographs*. 
Analysis of photographs: 
Average Maximum Minimum 
2 mm sides (1), 
ý 
2.03 + 0-, 17 -o. 14 
(2) 2-03 + m4 0-13 
5 mm sides (1) 5*10 + 0.10 0.08 
_(2) 5911 + 06''15'' -0-07 
The similarity of'the resuits'confimed the acceptability of the 
photographic technique and the difference in magnitude of the 
average'values was accounted for by about a+ 2% error in the 
scalingý_6f the digitiser. Th -i. 8 type of systematic error did not 
affect'the calculated'ýiran values* 
-The grid was arranged on the surface of the propellant 
sample so that the 5 mm side of the elements were at right angles 
to th: e edge* The small laieral'strains were therefore measured 
'with maximum accuracy. The longitudinal strains were measured 
from changes of 'the 2 mm sides and because of the measuring error 
'only'strains larger than 0.05 were considered. 
The samples also'had-a'5 mm by 2 mm grid ruled onto one side 
facý'* The photographi'c 'recording rig'waB modified to include 
a 45degree mirror'so that the side grid was recordedon'the 
same negative as the front surface grid. Some typical photographs 
can be seen in Figure (17). "' The quality"ol this I grid was not so 
good as the main front surface grid* However* this side 'grid 
was not used in the analysis described later but was used to 
determine if the sample was deforming isotropically. 
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2.5.2 Test for transverse isotropic behaviour, 
Both, the side grid, and the front grid, were analysed for a, limited 
number of Series C samples, The Poisaon's ratio was then computed from 
the average change of, 10ýgrid. elements ie for, approximately a 10 mm 
square* Figure (18) shows the results and how they, vary with timejor, 
both grids. It can be seen that Poisson's ratio decreases with 
increasing time ie with strain, 
-, 
in the same way for both the front and 
side surfaces during the initial loading. The value-then remains 
practically constant during the constant strain part of the, 
'test, 
only 
decreasing slightly just before failure. 
No significant difference could be detected between the behaviour 
of the side and. front surface of the sample. . Therefore the results 
were, interpreted as evidence that the propellant sample. behaved with 
tranaverse, isotropic behaviour during the uniaxial testao, 
2.5.. 3, Time to break 
'. 
The-, variation of the time to break for the samples of Series C 
tests can be seen from the, distribution plot shown in Figure (19)o 
The times again, vary overAwo orders of magnitude and have a similar 
shape. of distribution to, those, shown in Figure (9)o The peak of the 
curve occurs at about 3W, seconds., 
The similarity of shape and magnitude of the distribution plots 
for the three testa leads to an interesting conclusion. For the I aamp, - 
amount of applied strain, in this case 0.250 the #'life-time" distribu- 
tion does not depend directly on the rate at which the strain was 
applied. There must beýa secondary influence as the "life-time" of a 
sample would vary if tested-with extreme values of strain-rate. 
However, 
-for 
these reported teats the peak in the distribution curve 
occurred between about 100 and 200 seconds after the constant, strain 
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level had been reached. The total time, for all the distribution 
curves was constant at aboutl. 000 seconds* It was therefore concluded 
that the rate at which the failure processes evolve must depend on 
factors which areývirtually independent of initial strain-rate. This 
-- , is'diacussed in Section 2-7.2 where-the stored energy is used to compare 
1ý the resultis. - 
-2*5A Surface strain distribution 
The atrain'distribution was computed from grid-measurements using 
the program shown in Appendix B. The longitudinal surface strain 
"distribution, for, a typical sample can be-seen in Figure (20) for , 
applied average nominal strains of 0.10,0.20 and 0.25. The corres- 
ponding, plots for the'lateral surface strainýare shown-in Figure (21). 
'The site of the ýfinal failure could; be determined very early in the 
test as can be seen from the peak in the distribution, (a) in 
FigUre*(20)9. of the bottom elements at grid position 5. later in the 
teat'a crack appeared as the, local strain differentially increased 
until-failure. This type of behaviour waa-observed for all the samples 
tested. ý Although for a few samples more than-one initial "failure" 
site was detected, and'only later in the test did one of them pro- 
dominate-and lead to failure. The lateral strain also showed the 
higher local strain level in grid, position 5, but as can be-expected 
in this case the peak level occurred in the top element, The magnitude 
of the computed longitudinal stmina were artificially high across the 
crack* This was because the strains were calculated from the surface 
displacements which'included the crack width. 
The position of the first observed crack was marked during the 
test. This area of the failure surface was then studied under the 
scanning electron microscope. Reasons for the initiation of failure 
at this site are discussed in Section 3-3- 
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2.6 Discussion of Results from Serie's C tests 
The results from one sample of the series C tests were analyzed in 
the same, way as all the samples from Series A and B tests. The object of 
the analysis was, to determine if the large variations observed for the A 
and B teats were the result, of similar variations over the surface of one 
sample. Due note must be taken of the scatter due to, experimental error in 
the Series-C test results. 
2.6.1 Variations of Poisson's ratio with uniaxial strain 
The Poisson's ratio variation with. atrain-followed the same 
relationship as the previous tests, is a good fit was obtained with: 
c exp (,, - me) ----------- (25) 
The values of the intercept, c, and the exponentl m, were computed for 
each element on the surface, of the, samPle using a "leaat-equare fit" 
technique with the error-lin y direction. 
The average values obtained are. liated below: 
exponent m=3.1 vith a standard deviation, of 0.5 
constant C -, 0-57 " 11 it II it of 0.10 
These values are very similar to the previous results but have larger 
standard deviations. The exponent-value is close to.. the average value 
of m =,, 3.0 taken as a good approximation for the previous results. 
Whereas the average value of c is slightly higher than that expected 
probably due to the larger scatter of this datae 
The critical strain for the onset of dewetting, ie the value of 
strain to, give a Poiasonts ratio of 0.5 was calculated for each element. 
The ayerage value was de, termined as: 
0 crit, = 
0.05 with a standard deviation of 0*0,3* . 
Again this value 
agrees very well with the previous values given. in Table (1). 
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'It was therefore concluded that the equations: 
04 exp - 3.0 e ef f ---- (27) 
where e eff 0 
0-05, describes the propellant behaviour for all 
the tests carried out under uniaxial conditions. 
2.6.2 The variation of Poisson's ratio with time 
It has been shown, see Figure (18)9 that under'cýnstant nominal 
strain the average Poisso'n's ratio'does not change withý'time. ' However 
from the detailed analysis of the surface grids it has also been shown 
that the strain varies considerably over the vurfac ,e of the sample* 
This variation changes as theliýiiurel-procesa evolves. Therefore the 
distribution of ýois8onls ratio for each element would also change 
withýtimeO The variation of Poisson's ratio with time is shown in 
Figure (22) for a' row of 5. e lements around the final positioý'of break. 
The data has considerable'scatter but this indicaie-a"that the rigi6n 
of, propellant close t-o the failure site ie near the crack, 4relaxes 
whereas the element containing the crack undergoes a monotomically 
decreasing Poissonla ratio up to the failure time*" 
, ýOe - "' 'IIý1. --1 It was hoped that detailed computer analysis of these changes 
would give useful information for the failure process. ' However no 
sensible correlation could be obtained because of the expe'rimental'or 
inherent scatter of the results. It was therefore decided to in, ve'sti- 
gate the scatter of data at a particular strain level during the 
loadingo 
nt d'ilatat'ion" 
I 2.6.3 Th: e digir'ib on of propell' 
It has been ishown in Section 2.4.2 that the propellani diiatation 
can be calculated from strain measurements. This was performed for 
each element on the surface of the Series C sample, The results 
showed considerable scatter particularly for elements near to and 
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containing the crack* However the trend is similar to the previous 
data and is shown in the form of a distribution curve of dilatation 
at the 0.20 strain level in Figure (2,3). This distribution has the-, 
same peak value as before, see Figure (16)t but, has a larger range of 
values partially due to, the experimental error. The isolated results 
at high strain levels are due to the elements concerned containing 
a crack* However theldiatributions are similar and therefore the 
variation in proportion measured from a batch. of tests are reflected 
in the actual variation over the surface of one member of. that batch. 
The spatial aspect of the failure processes are therefore-important 
S 
and must be considered. I 
2.7 Concluisional 
In this section of, work it has been shown that the time to failure 
of composite propellant has an inherent-range of values resulting in an 
appreciable scatter of resultskaimilar variation was observed in the 
surface strain distribution of a tested propellant sample and the resulting 
calculated propellant dilatation. An attempted correlation of the influence 
of time on these, factore was not successful. A statistical analysis to 
describe these phenomena in detail. would have required considerable 
experimental effort which was, not considered to be the beat approach to the 
basic problem* This problem being in essence the selection of, the material 
parameter best. suited to describe the failure processes and then to, inventi- 
gate its significance and variation. To this end, a qualitative model of 
the failure processes-was considered and the empirical relationship between 
Poisson's ratio and the. true strain, roviewed and compared with, other 
equations of the, aame form. 
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. ualitative model of propellant failure 
2-7.1 Q 
It has been shown that during straining the Poisson's ratio 
changes similarly for all the samples irrespective of time to break. 
Hence it is concluded that the void initiation and growth, which is 
assumed to affect Poisson's ratio, depends on strain, and that the 
time to break depends on other less well defined factors. These 
factors could include the following: - 
1. Viacoelaatic atresa relaxation in the binder. 
2. Stress concentrations between filler particles, 
Interactions between voids of dewetted particleae 
4. Rupture of binder filaments an the failure plane propagates. 
These factors have been included in a suggested qualitative model of 
failure, in that; when a strain is applied to a sample of propellant; 
(a) Voids form in the propellant as the local stress increases. 
The stress distribution is localised by stress concentrations 
between filler particles and increases. until it exceeds the 
binder-filler interface bond strength thus causing dowetting and 
6 
voids around the filler particles,, Cohesive failure could also 
occur if the cohesive strength of the binder is exceeded resulting 
in the formation of voids in the binder* 
(b) Secondly two processes occur within the sampleg further 
dewetting of particular solid surfaces leading to void growth 
and viscoelastic relaxation of the binder which tends to reduce 
and redistribute the local stresses. These processes lead to 
the growth of certain voids at the expense of others and tend to 
concentrate and link the voids eventually leading to either of 
the following: 
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CI)A particular region of the propellant is stressed "to the 
limit" due to the linking and growth of voids and a failure 
gmrface propagates rupturing binder filaments as the surfaces 
aeparate 
or 
C2) The viscoelastic nature'of the binder sufficiently relaxes 
the stresses'so that the propellant can accommodate the applied 
strain in a eemi-stable conditione 
The model can be used to suggest a reason for the large variation 
in the time to break* The variation could be due to the 
uncertainty inherent in the mechanism involved in stage b of the 
model. The variation in time to break ia due to the heteroge- 
neous nature of the propellant in which the particle size of the 
solid loading, covers a range of sizes and the distribution of 
, particles within the matrix is not entirely uniform. The shape 
of the oxidiser particles are also very irregular (see Section 3.1). 
Various combinations of these facts would give cases of rapid 
build-up of local streas and very rapid propagation of failure, 
hence the tiiie to break would be short. On the other hand slow 
build'-up of local stresses vith slov propagation of failure 
gives a long time to break. ' The failure processes in both cases 
are similar with the magnitude of the build-up controlling the 
eventual time to break. 
The initiation and growth of failýrý mentioned above, are 
the dominant factors until the time when the crack in the sample 
begins to grow in length. Then, the rapid decrease in cross- 
sectional area of the sample results in an increase in stresa' 
which leads to a very rapid propoLgation of failure and the sample 
breaks. 
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A great deal more work is required before a full quantitative 
explanation of the failure process can be given for the complete 
temperature and time range of interest* -However, from the results 
described a working hypothesis was made that the driving mechanism 
for the failure process was the "energy input" into the sample. 
The nonlinear viscoelastic effects are assumed to be accounted 
for by variations in the amount of this energy available to the 
failure process. As a first approach the elastic case is 
considered and then compared to the results from independent tests. 
2,7-2 Modelling the spatial aspects of failure 
It is assumed that at each failure site in the propellant a small 
spherical void is produced and grows then a measure of the created sur- 
face area can be made from volume changes* Me values of can be A 
calculated from the volume changes as given by equation 32. The 
variation of this created surface area with stored elastic energy is 
shown in Figure (24) and can be represented as 
AA 
T v-- exp .............................. (34) 
where J is the stored energy and B is a constant* The stored elastic 
energy J was calculated from j Ee 
2 
using 3.9 MPa as the elastic tensile 
modulus (see Appendix C). The linear plot shown in Figure (24) has a 
slope B'of magnitude 1.16 x 105 jIM3. 
It may be useful to consider the significance of this slope* Its 
value is about a factor of ten larger than the stored elastic energy at 
a strain of 0.10, ie 2x 10 
4 
jIM3. If we assume that the distribution 
of this stored energy is Boltzmannion98 . then the number of sites, Niq 
with a given energy, Ji, is given by 
Ni C exp - 
ii 
P-0 Jo 
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where Jo is the total energy and No the total number of possible sites. 
If the increase in surface area due to dewetting is proportional 
to the amount of stored energy, then the number of sites where dewetting 
is, taking place, is: 
CC; cc 
Ni dJi =C 
ii Mi To 
s 
Jo 
Vo jo 
D exp - 
js 
R-o U-0 
where JO is the critical energy for the onset of dewetting and N the 
number of sites where dewetting is taking place. By comparing the 
above equation with equation 34 theyalue of J* is taken to equal that 
of B which has a magnitude of 1.16 x 10 
5 j/m3. Hence, the critical 
stored energy for the onset of dewetting is about 100 kj/m3. To obtain' 
a value for the surface energy from this critical energy requires the 
number of unit surface areas produced per unit volume. To calculate 
this ratio a measure of void size, shape and distribution is necessary, 
However, an estimation of this figure can be made from the surface 
strain distribution results from section 2.6 which suggest, that a2 mm 
element contains at least one possible failure site. A value of 500 
is therefore taken as the number of units of surface area produced per 
unit volume. An estimation of the surface energy is therefore 
1.16 + 105 J/M 2 500 
)r = 232 Joules/m 
2 
This is a reasonable value for the surface energy of an elastomeric 
type of material99. 
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A value of surface energy has thus been derived from uniaxial. 
tests. A number of assumptions were made including elastic behaviour 
and the amount of surface area produced per unit volume. However 
propellant is a viscoelastic material and does not have a constant 
value of surface energy as it would vary with time and crack speed. 
Therefore independent experimental measurements of the surface energy 
were made and the values compared (see section 4). 
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STEREDSCAN STUDIES OF DAI LURE 
-SURFAM 
The principle of the scanning electron microscope and its: application to 
studying fracture surfaces have been reported elsewhere. 
1009 101 The 
specialised use required to observe composite propellant surfaces has also been 
reporte & 
102 
The inorganic constituents of composite propellant, i. e. Ammonium perchlorate 
and Aluminium, and representative'failure surfaces were observed under magnifica- 
tions ranging from 15 to 3,500 times. A few samples were viewed at low 
magnification without a conductive metallic coating, whereas the majority of , 
the samples were coated, to eliminate charging effects. 
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3-1ý Study'of prOpellant constituents 
The inorganic filler in propellant is by far the largest part of the 
compositeý' Itsýparticle shape and iize distribution is therefore of 
predominate'importance. Specimens of the actual materials used in 
Propellant-I wereobtained and'studied under both optical and scanning 
electron'microscopes. In Figure (25) stereoscan photographs are shown of 
typical-particles. The top two-photographs show unmilled and milled. -. i. e. 
fine, Ammonium Perchlorate, (AP). The unmilled AP consists of basically, - 
cubic crystals with irregular surfaces. The milling process just breaks-up 
these crystals into very irregular shapes and, a large distribution of 
sizes. The heterogeneous nature of the propellant results from the irregular 
shape and size of these crystals, - 
The optical study imder polarised light showed that the large AP 
crystals contained inclusions ioe. holes., These flaws result from the 
manufacturing process which was byýcrystallization from concentrated 
solution. The, -flaws, Produced, weakened crystals which became apparent when 
the'failure surfaces were investigated. 
The bottom photographs in Figure (25) show onýthe left micro-AP as 
uniform and spherical in shape, and on the right Aluminium (Al) pieces of 
irregular shapee These constituents only make up about 10% of the total 
- 114 F%. ý 
f ill er. The, micro-AP. is added , to f ill the, interstitial holes between the 
larger particles which is necessary to oýtain high solid loading. The 
present tendency in propellant manufacturing is to replace the unmilled-. 
AP by micro-AP which results in a propellant with a greater strain 
capability. 
3.2 General features of the failure surface 
The surface produced by cutting a propellant sample is shown at the 
top left of Figure (26). The surface is essentially flat with only, a few 
cleavedýcrystals visible on the relatively smooth surface. It can be 
compared with a typical failure surface shown at the top right of Figure 
(26). The failure surface is far more irregular and, contains numerousý 
broken embedded crystals. This is-a feature. common,,., to all the propellant 
failure surfaces studied. 
The, bottom two photographs of. Figure (26) show, close-rups of typical 
large broken crystals. The crystala. are not-only fractured but are also 
cracked-into small pieces. This structural, damage-was probably caused during 
the mixing of the manufacturing process or due to internal stresses caused 
during the cool down from the cure, temperature. The numerous inclusions 
must. also have weakened the crystal structure. The large crystals then, 
broke. into two or more pieces during the propagation or initiation of the 
propellant failure., A large. amount of surface damage is visible on all 
the photographs with small fragments of crystals scattered over the 
surface. -A propellant sample was broken over a piece of white card and a 
considerable amount of loose crystal fragments wqS collected, 
No difference in surface structure was observed between the areas of 
slow crack growth, i. e* near the point of failure initiation, and the 
regions of fast crack propagation. 
3-3 Study of initiation region 
The area of the sample where the failure crack initiated was marked 
with ink during the tensile test. ' Small pieces of both surfaces surrounding 
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this initiation site were cut and mounted side-by-side on the stereoscan 
. -sample 
holder. Two typical, areas of failure initiation are shown in 
Figure (27). A matching pair of large flat crystals is shown in the dark 
area at the bottom of the upper left photograph. More conclusive evidence 
can be seen in the photograph at the top right. The join of the two parts 
runs from side to side between the two crystals, A close-up of the two 
halves of the crystal is shown in the photograph at the bottom left of 
Figure (27). The two inclusions, one containing a particle, and surface 
markings can be matched to show that the crystal broke into two parts 
close to the site of the initiation of failure. A detailed view of the 
lower half of the crystal pair is shown in the bottom right photograph of 
Figure (26). The small particles attached to the surface could be dust 
from the molecular sieve used to keep the failure surfaces dry, and 
possibly the product of some surface reaction. 
It is suggested that the reason for the initiation of fracture may 
be due to a weakened large crystal breaking into two halves. This either 
causes the tearing of voids formed around the crystal or accelerates the 
growth and initiation of further voids in close proximity, The propagating 
failure plane would also break weakened cryatale-still not completely 
dewetted. resulting in the predominance of broken crystals on the failure 
surface* 
The replacement of these "weak" large crystals by smaller more 
regular crystals suppresses failure initiation and growth and may result 
in propellant with higher strain capability. 
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MFASUREMENT OF WORK OF FRACTURE 
4.1 The concept of failure energy and methods of measurement. 
From the viewpoint of continuum mechanica the energy concept of fracture, 
adhesive and cohesive failures are similar. 
41 
The essential difference 
involves the interpretation of the energy required to create a new surface 
area. For viscoelastic material the energy dissipated by relaxation and 
other flow processes at thelcrack-tip, increases the energy required to 
create a new surface area. The total energy needed to create unit. area of 
new surface is termed the work of fracture. For a brittle material with 
no dissipation of energy the classical Griffith's approach (see section 
1.6.1). results in a unique value for_this work which is called the surface 
energy. The counterpart of this in viscoolastic materials can be called 
the intrinsic failure energy.. 
104 The work of fracture is therefore-the 
am of the intrinsic failure energy and the energy dissipated viscoelasti- 
cally. 
A model adhesive joint. between a cross-linked amorphous rubber and 
.. 41 
a rigid polymeric substrate has been investigated. 
105 The intrinsic 
failure energy and the dissipated energy were separated and their magnitude 
measured. For these reported tests the dissipated energy was orders of 
magnitude greater than the intrinsic adhesive failure energy. Any cohesive 
failure. in the bond material would contribute energy to the measured work 
of fracture* 
lo6 
Adhesive interlayer fracture and cohesive fracture have also been 
studied, by pressure loading a blister of material until it increases in 
107,108 
size. A review of this blister teat and of the general problems 
of adhesive and cohesive fracture_has been made by Williams et al, 
109 
Other test methods have been used to investigate fracture of polymers 
and glass fibre composites. The single edge notched sample in tension has 
"49 
been used to measure the failure energy of polystyrenello and polymethyl- 
methacrylate (PMMA) 
ill 
I together with the notched bending beam-apbciment 
, 
to study fracture of a glass fibre composite. 
112 The double-cantilever 
beam technique-haa,, been used to measure the fracture energy of some epoxy 
realn materials 
13.3 
and oriented, polyvinyl chloride. 
114 All-these materials 
have values of fracture energy which depend on the rate of testing is theý'' 
crack-tip speed* The magnitude of the, viscoelastic dissipation at-the 
, crack-tip 
depends on the rate of propagation of the crack. Attempts have 
also been made to correlate the fracture processes with measurements of 
fracture toughness and impact-strength. 
70 The double-cantilever beam teat 
has also been used extensively in fracture studies of metals and weld- 
115 
melts* 
The double-cantilever beam specimen has been found to be useful in 
characterising the fracture behaiiour of isotropicl homogeneous, brittle 
and semi. ýbriitle'polymers and-motals' for b, oth stable and unstable crack 
116 
propagation* However the'technique has not been used for weak ductile 
materials because of excessive 'yieiAing or 
failure of-the specimen'before 
cra-ck propagation. In order to make it possible to measure the work of 
fracture on materials such as composite propellautt the speciien was 
reinforced with wooden tabs. The r- esulting test-pi*c was similar to the 
'ýsand%iich double-cantilever beam sample used to study fracture in rubber- 
modified acrylics 
117 
and is illustrated in Figure (28)*' 
4, '2 The fracture test specimen 
The rectangular test specimen was cut from sheets of propellant and 
wooden tabs were bonded onto the long Bide with an epoxy adhesive, The 
geometry of the specimen-and typical dimensions are shown^in Figure (28). 
A 1mm Bide groove 6f width about 1.5mm was cut along the centre of both 
faces to control the direction of crack growth. A notch was cut at the 
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loading end to give a controlled start to the crack propagation. The 
smple was loaded via pine which were free to rotate in holes through the 
wooden tabs. 
The behaviour of the, standard double-cantilever beam sampleg is vith 
no reinforcement, has been'deterwined and the stored elastic energy -- 
computed for different crack lengths, 'a. 
118 The compliance can be calculated 
from the ratio of displacement of the ends of the sample against the 
119 
applied loado 
The atrain energy release rate, " 01, is, then 
F?, AC 
rw -j; (17) 
where,, F is the applied load, 
-w 
the crack width and C the compliance of 
the system, However, before this equation can be used the variation of 
compliance with crack length ie dC , must be knowno 
If the sample behaved an a classical cantilever beam thore would be a 
cubic relationship between the slope of, the force-deflection chart and 
crack length. 
n8 However-the log-log plot for the modified fracture teat 
specimen in not linear as can be seen from Figure (29). The slope of the 
force-deflection curve was determined for three different specimens* The 
variation is considerablel particularly at short crack lengths due to 
slight differences in sample geometry and material properties, It, would 
have been possible to fit empirically a curve to the data. 
119 Even the 
standard cantilever beam specimen deviates from classical cantilever beam 
theory* For the reported work, on. PMHA 
118 the slope of the force-deflection 
curve against crack length gave a linear log-log plot with an exponent 
2.67. -To use this approach for the reinforced fracture tent'specimen-it 
would have been necessary to ., 
derive the com'Pliance relationship for each 
sample, Therefore it was decided to use the area under the force-deflection 
curve as a measure of the work done. 
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1 
If dA is the work done to extend the crack by a length da, then 
l dA -------------- (35) -0 -Ta' 
where a unit extension of crack produces 2w units of new surface area. 
The method used to calculate dA is described in section (4.4). 
4-3 Stress analysis of specimen geometry 
The theoretical stress and strain distribution over the surface of 
the fracture test specimen was investigated using an elastic finite element 
computer program* Part of the element map is shown in Figure (30) and it 
consists of 594 simple triangular elements with 383 nodal points. The 
crack-line area was investigated in detail for several crack lengths, for 
this reason the element mesh was concentrated along the crack-line. 
The computer program was used in the plane stress mode because the 
length to thickness ratio of the typical sample. vas greater than 1: 15 and 
plane stress conditions were assumed. The element map and boundary 
conditions were tested under uniaxial tension conditions, ie the wooden 
tab was displaced 1,0 mm in the Y direction under the action of a constant 
applied load* The calculated resulting boundary forces and moment of the 
forces were found to balance and the resulting stresses and strains equated 
to those applied to the model. The program and element map were then 
considered to be working correctly. 
The nodal points along the central crack line were released to intro- 
duce cracks of J, 4 and 4 the length of the sample. The loading end of 
the wooden tab was displaced in the Y direction the same distance as was 
measured during a test of a typical sample with the corresponding crack 
length* The other nodal points along the boundary were displaced a linearly 
decreasing distance to simulate the rotation of the wooden tab. The applied 
load was also measured from a typical test for each crack length. Therefore 
the boundary conditions of the computed model had been matched to those of 
a typical sample under test. 
The computer print-out was interpreted to give the analysis results 
discussed below. 
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4.. 3.1 Surface stress and strain distribution 
t,, The surface displacements in the Y direction are shown in 
Figure. OlYfor the case of. the J crack. The plot shows the distortion 
of five lines initially parallel to the wooden tabs ie in the X direc- 
tion$ at-2mm and 3mm spacing. The distorted lines consist of two 
straight sections joined by a curved section over the crack-tip* The 
amount of distortion decreases as the Y distance from the crack-tip 
increases. The upper boundary bonded to the wooden tab does not 
distort* The spacing of the lines in the section of the sample 
adjacent to region A in Figure Q31) isAhe same as the original grid. 
Most of the surface strain occurs in front of the crack-tip. The 
linear part of the crack boundary can be seen to be rotating about the 
hinge point. 
The displacements in'the X direction are minimal compared to those 
in the T direction. Along the contra line there is less than lmm of 
movement at the hinge end and less than 1/5mm near the crack-tip. The 
other surface displacements decreaset with distance from this centre 
line to a zero value at the upper, boundary. 
For this elastic analysis the stress is proportional to, the strain 
so that the atress and strain distributions are the same. The stress 
in-the Y direction calculated at points along the centre line is shown 
in Figure (32) for three crack lengths. It can be seen that the 
distribution, is approximately linear with a small compressive region 
at the. hinge end and a narrow peak at the crack-tip* This peak 
represents a stress concentration-at the cracý-tip which decreases 
with distance from the centre line and crack-tip. The stress rapidly 
falls to zero in the cracked part of the sample. 
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A good overall approximation of this distribution, up to the 
crack-tip can be taken as a straight line as shown in Figure Q32)* 
The only serious deviation fromithis line is within 10mm, of, the, crack- 
tip. From this data the, atress at the crack-tip (given by'the inter- 
sections of the-straight line and the crack position) is 0.459 0.50, 
and 0.34 MPa for the J,, j and j crack-respectively. 
-The data used in the computer analysia-ia shown in Table 2. - 
TABLE (2) 
COMPUTED STRESS ANALYSIS DATA 
EF7B=IVE END END 
MODULUS LOAD DISPLACEKENT 
(MPa) (N) % 
CRACK 2., 36 162 3.4 
CRACK 1-57 56.5 6.2 
CRACK 1.4,3- 9.79 8.7 
POISSONIS, RATIO 0.49 
PLANE STRESS-CONDITIONS ASSUMED- 
As the program assumed elastic behaviour the magnitudes of the stress 
could be scaled by using different values of moduli. The value of 
modulus that gives the same computed end load as measured, experimentally 
is called the effective modulus, Eeff. The method of using different 
values of moduluaLfor each program run is a standard way of modelling 
a viscoelastic material with an elastie'techniquo, 7 The effective- 
modulus decreasing withAncreasing crack length is considered to be 
due to-the atrain-rate dependence of the modulus. The strain-rate at 
the tip of, a j crack is higher than that'at the tip of aj crack. 
HenceAhe-effective modulus for a crack should be, higherIhan that 
for aj crack (see Table 2)* 
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-The modulus measured from the slope of the stresa-strain curve 
of a typical tensile test using the sample of geometry shown in 
Figure (4b) decreases with increasing strain as shown in Figure (W). 
From this'data the nominal strain corresponding to the values of the 
effective modulus do%not, agree viththe computed values* This is not 
surprising in a material, which is strain-rate dependent. However the 
computed analysis in considered to be a reasonable approximation away 
from-the-crack-tip where rate effects are less apparentý 
4.3.2 Computed crack shap*s - 
It was shown in the previous section that the linear part of the 
crack boundary behaved as if it were rotating about the hinge, pointe 
- The reinforcing taba on the aide of the sample therefore constrain the 
sample causing it to open like a hinge. This explains why the classical 
cantilever approach where the arms act-like a bending beam, does not 
,, apply in'this case. However the presence of the wooden tabs should 
not affect the ahape, of the crack-tip provided that the, distance from 
the crack to the tabs is long compared with typical crack-tip dimen- 
sions. 
The crack-tip shape for the three crack lengths, is shown in 
Figure 04). The boundary. fr(mu 15mm outwards is linear and is the 
part which rotates about the hinge point. It can be seen that týe 
-ý crack-tips are similar in shape, the slight differences, are probably 
due to the modelling technique. The shape resembles a typical 
parabolic crack-in an elastic sheet. 
The effect of Poisson's ratio on-the-crack-tip shape was also 
, 'investigated for the, i, crack, case. The resulting shapes for Poisson's 
i 
ratios of 0.40 and 0., 30 are compared to the previously used value of 
0.49 in Figure (35). It can be seen that little difference in shape 
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results from this range of Poisson'B ratios. A 7.5 percent reduction 
, in the value of the effective modulus for the 0.40 case and a 15 per- 
cent reduction for the'O*, 30 case were required to match the end loading 
respectively. -ýýIIo 
The computed crack shapes have been compared to the experimental 
ýcrack shapes in section 4.5.2, 
4.4 The experimental technique 
The Instron tensile tester (see section 2*2.1), 'was uaed-for these 
fracture tests,, The jaws were modified-to accommodate pine which allowed 
the tabs of the, fracture test specimen to rotate freely during the test* 
The-rectangular teat specimen was cut from 10mm thick sheets of propellant 
and wooden tabs were bonded onto the'long sides with an epoxy4dhesive' 
(twin-pack Araldite). "--The typical specimen was 144mm long and 26mm"widee 
deep 
A immAs-ide groove of, width about 1.5mm. was cut along the centre of both 
faces to control the-direction of crack'growth. A notch was cut at the ' 
loading end to give a controlled start to, the crack propagation. The 
geometry of the specimen'is illustrated in Figure (28). 
The crack growthýwas, recorded photographically and the operation of' 
the'eamera also produced a marker on the load-diaplacement'chirt. 
Analysis of this chart allowed the applied load and end displacement 
to be measured at the various crack lengths photographed. The crack length 
was measured from the film on the film reader and digitiser described 
previously (see section 2.2ol)o A piece of standard mm graph'pa'per was 
photographedzclose to the sample surface and the film used to scale the 
digitiser., Photographs were taken at intervals of about 5mm of crack 
extension. Three* typical photographs of various stages of the test are 
shown in FigumU300 
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I The, cross -head ! wae reversed during the teat and returned to the start 
position. At the origin the cross head waa switched to continue the test 
and reopen the crack. The cycle was sometimes repeated several times during 
the test*-ý This exercise established an origin on the load-diaplacement 
chart and also gave an estimation of the viacoelastic nature of, the..., 
propellant*- A, trace of, a. typical fracture test load-displacement chart is 
shown in Figure (37). Ii -III _'I 
The, -, work done extending the, crack was calculated from, thejarea. 
contained-between lines drawn, from adjacent, crack length markers to, theý- 
origino", The-area OAB marked on Figure (. 37) represents work done that, is 
only aboutýthree percent amaller.,, than the actual work done, extending the 
crack from A to B. -The area method. of calculating 
the work done is therefore 
acceptable-in-this case* Cyclems at other-crack lengths gave similar results 
with a, maximum difference, of about five percent. 
The areas between each pair of, crack length marks was calculated from. ,, 
the co-ordinates ý of the crack length markers and the origin* The corres- 
ponding crack extension was measured from the film record and the work of 
fracturo'computed using the program shovn, in Appendix Do The average,, crack_ 
width, w,, was measured from each fractured sample with a vernier travelling 
microscope. 
4.5 Fracture test results, 
Tests were carried out at cross head speeds of 0.5,,, 5.0,50 and 100 mm/ 
min which gave-a range of, -atrain-rates that included those used for the 
uniaxial tests on propellant I. The samples were tested, at a temperature of 
20 +10C and at ambienthumidity. 
Propellant I was tested together with twoother C. T. P. Btype -, 
propellaUts, referred to as Il and III, all, having the same, ie, 84%, solids 
loading-by'weight. Two H. T. P. B. propellants* referred to as IV, and V, with 
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1 87% solid loading by weight were also investigated for their-fracture 
behaviour. The compositions of the five propellants tested are given in 
Appendix A* 
4.5.1 Variation of the work of fracture 
The effect of, varying the depth of the side groove was investigated 
by testing a'sample with 3mm deep side grooves and comparing the results 
with standard 1= deep grooved samples. Figure (38) shows that the 
calculated work of fracture is independent of crack width. It'can also 
be seen that the work of fracture decreases with increased crack length. 
Some of the scatter resulted from'non-planar crack-tip growth and 
measuring errors. The co-ordinatea on the chart were measured to 
within'O. lmm and the crack-tip position to within 0.02mm. It was 
estimated that the technique used gave the work of fracture to an 
accuracy of 10 percent. 
The dependence of the work of fracture on the volume of the samples 
was investigated using samples of various widths. . 
The results for 
three'sample sizes are shown in Figure (39). The largest sample of 
width 155mms ie larger than the 140mm lengthl twisted at the beginning 
of the test and this portion of the plot in dotted in Figure Q39), 
There was a volume effect with this large specimen which was probably 
due'to the drastic change in-, the aspect ratio of the sample and the 
corresponding change in stress distribution. Thi'othir samples showed 
no significant volume dependence of the work of fracture. '-, Tests with 
a series of samples with the same'aspect ratio'confirmed this result* 
It can be inferred from'these measurements that the majority of 
the irreversible work, ie dewetting, occurred close to the line'of the 
crack--ýtip as predicted frcm the stre ýs analysis of section 4., 3 and wa's 
not distributed throughout the'bulk of the samples This contrasts 
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with the uniaxial teats in which the work was distributed throughout 
the volume of the sample. 
The crack started slowly from the notch-root, but rapidly 
increased in length and had its greatest velocity after about 10mm of 
crack growth. This initial part of the teat was not included in the 
analysis. The crack-tip velocity then decreased as the crack length 
increased. The work of fracture has been shown to decrease with crack 
length. Hence the work of fracture depends directly on crack-tip 
velocity. The magnitude of the crack-tip velocityl and consequently 
the work of fracture depends on the rate of testing, ie the cross head 
speed, The effect of the cross head speed on the magnitude of the 
work of fracture is shown in Figure (40). 
4.5.2 Experimental crack shapes 
Selected enlarged images of the crack-tip were traced and the 
profile of the crack-tip measured. The accuracy of the measurements 
of the crack surface displacement was + O-lmm. A print of the trace 
of a fracture sample surface is shown in Figure (41). The crack-tip 
surface was irregular and not always symmetrical about the centre 
line. Consequently the average value at lm spacing is shown in 
Figure (42) for several propellants. For comparison the predicted 
computer crack-tip shape in also plotted. 
The propellant crack-tip shapes are sharper than that produced 
by computed elastic analysis even for the case of Poisson's ratio equal 
to 0,30. This discrepancy is considered to be due to the local increase 
in modulus because of the high rates of strain at the crack-tip. It 
was not possible to modify the computer technique to include this 
phenomenon. However an -estimation of the effect on the crack shape of 
increasing the value of the local modulus has been made96 and the 
agreement was then within the experimental error. 
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_It was noticed during the analysis of the crack-shapea that the 
crack-tip, profile for a particular propellant did not vary aignifi- 
,,,, cantly along the sample. length. This fact 
has been. used in the 
modelling of the fracture behaviour described in section 4.6. 
4.5.3 Stereoscan investigation-of failure surfaces 
Samples cut from along the, surface of the, fractured, aamples were 
investigated under the Stereoscan as described in Section 3. - The 
photographs showed broken crystals and similar features to the uniaxial 
samples investigated in section 3.2. No difference was detected on the 
fracture surface for cracks of various speeds. The notch served to 
initiate the crack which then propagated in the same manner as with the 
uniaxial samples. 
The variation in crystal size distribution observed on the surface 
of the various propellants corresponded to the multimodal distribution 
of Ammonium perchlorate in the original mix (see Appendix A). The 
difference between the carboxyl and hydroxyl propellants was not easily 
identified except by the fact that the more highly loaded hydroxyl, 
propellant had a slightly more irregular surface. The surface of 
propellant V did not show any large crystals and there was less 
evidence of crystal failure-during the fracture process. 
4.6 Analysis of fracture results 
An analysis of the fracture process was made making various assumptions 
which were inferred from the previous conclusions. They were: - 
The sample pivota about the opposite end of the centre-line to 
the loading point -H in Figure (41). 
2. A critical strain exists at which the propellant fails, 
3. The crack-tip shape does not vary as the crack propagates along 
the sample. 
4. A critical stress exists near to the crack-tip, 
5. The stress varies linearly in front of the crack-tip. 
6o 
These assumptions are approximations of the actual behaviour but if a 
microscopic rather than a macroscopic view is taken then they are considered 
to be-reasonable. It will be shown from the analysis that the fracture 
sample acts similarly to a series of uniaxial"samples, ' 
4.6.1 -Analysis of crack-tip velocity 
- An analysis ofýthe fracture'sample was carried out and a method 
of calculating b crit 
developed, In the triangle,,, AHC-in Figure (41) 
let the-distance BD be referred to as b crit. 
CL 
With a crack length of aq then from 6imilar triangles 
b, 
crit 
abQ+Q crit 
Differentiate w. r. t. time 
0 
ab crit 
where is the cross head speed. 
Substituting for y2, this becomes 
2 
---------- a) eb 
crit 
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The crack tip velocity depends on the square of the uncracked length 
of the sample. The crack-tip velocity decreases as the crack length 
increases. From equation 36 it can be seen that the crack velocity 
tends to zero as the crack length approaches the length of the sample. 
Therefore the crack will only go right across the sample vhen the tabs 
are nearly vertical. This fact has been confirmed experimentally. 
From equation 36 a value of b, crit can 
be calculated as the other terms 
are known. 
4.6.2 Analysis of applied load 
Using the previously mentioned assumptions a method of determining 
Týrit has been developed. For a linear stress distribution in front 
of the crack-tip and a crack width, v, then$ 
Hj Z- w 
when xw0, IF T crLt 
when x=Q. - &)t Fa0 
therefore assuming a force distribution of the forts ., 
T 
crit 
Qa- X) 
-a y- 
The moment of Fdx about H is 
moment - WF Q-a- x) dx 
Týer efore the total moment along HBý becomes 
Total moment = 
OSOM 
- a, - X) dx 
Q- a) ý- 
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Substituting for F gives 
' ID 2 Total moment WT crit 
Q-a- x) dx 
(1Z - CQ 
0 
WT crit a x)3 
Hence, 
Total moment wT crit a) 
2 
Assuming thit the moments on the boun"ries'bida*n-cel then 
UZ wT crit 
(9 - a) 
2 
or L1wT a)2 ----------- (37) crit 
The applied load also depends on the square of the uncracked length 
of the sample. The load also decreases as the crack length increases* 
A value of T crit can 
be obtained from equation 37 as the other terms 
are known. 
4.7 Discussion of Results 
The assumptions of the previous section can be tested by plotting the 
crack-tip velocity and applied load against the uncracked length of the 
sample on a log scale and determining the slope. ' In both cases the slope 
should have a value of 2.0. 
4.7-1 Crack-tip velocity and critical strain 
The log-log plots of crack-tip velocity against ft - a) for 
several propellants are shown in Figure (43). It can be seen that 
the data is approximately linear and has a slope close to the predicted 
value of 2.0. All the samples tested were analysed with a 'least 
square fit' method using the computer program, shown in Appendix D, 
The average values of the slope exponents are, shown for. the five 
propellants tested in Table 3. The grand average is 1.9 with a 
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standard deviation of 0.. 3. This'is close to the predicted value 
'taking into account the considerable scatter of the results, 
TABLE .3 
EKPONENT VALUES OF FRACTURE TEST 
0 
a ve a) L va (Q - a) 
PROPELLANT 
TYPE CROSS LD (mm/min) HEA CROSS HEAD (=/min) 
0-5 5.0 50 0.5 5,0 50 
1 2&25 1.79 1.72 2*50 2,, 25 2.18 
n 1.80 1.50 3.. 54 1.40 1*92 1.80 
11 1.89 2*05 1.82 1.50 1.90 1.49 
IV 2.34 1.86 2'91.3 2002 1.85 1090 
-1.65 
1.90 1.87 2. o4 1.92 
-1.92 
AVERAGE 
VALUES 1.99 1.82 1.82 1.89 1.97 1.86 
GRAND 109, 1.9 
AVERAGE STANDARD STANDARD , 
DEVIATION 0,, 3 DEVIATION 0.2 
Equation'. 36 was then used to calculate a value for the term b crit 
2 
Rb 
crit 
(P- - a) ------ 06) 
The plot of crack-tip velocity against (Q - a)2 is shown in Figure (44). 
The slope of this plot is equal to: 
Slope = 
Zb 
crit 
hencel as the cross head speed y and the sample iengthl Q, is known 
the value of b crit can 
be calculated. The value of b crit was computed, 
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for all the samples tested, from a "least square fit" to the plot of 
equation 36. 
Selected series of photographs-from aýfew tests were also 
analysed and the actual-b '' value measured as the distance BO in crit 
Figure (41). Good, agreement was found between the average values 
obtained from the two. methods, as shown in Figure, (44)., 
The average values obtained are shown in, Table-4 for tho-five 
propellants tested. 
TABLE 4 
EMMENTAL RESULTS FOR b 
crit 
PROPELLANT CROSS READ SPEED 
(mm/min) 
TYPE 0.5 5-0 50, 
(mm) (mm) (mm), 
4.9 0.3 ! i. 5,1 0.8 7-1 + 1.0 
n 7-Ot 0,3 8.0 + 0.6 9.4 + 1.3 
111 8.110.5 8.810.6 8.1 ;t0.6 
IV 5.7 0.3 6.0 +0.3 5.3 ;t0.3 
V '7.9,. t 0.3 7.0--+0.3 8 *_2_ + 0.5 
The error shown above in the standard deviation, 
The mean values of the average values are considered to be independent 
of cross head speed and hence-crack-tip velocity. These mean values- 
are listed below: 
Propellant b (mm) 
crit standard 
deviation 
1 6.5 
. 8.6 1-7 
in 8-3 1.5 
IV 5-7 1.0 
V 7.7 1.3 
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The standard deviations are high not because of the experimental 
error but due to sample toýsample variation., which is considerable for 
a material like composite propellant. The experimental error for one 
sample gave a typical standard deviation of, -about one fifth of the 
value quoted above. 
The value of b crit 
is not the strain at the crack-tip but is a 
measure of the maximum local_ýeformation in the propellant at the 
crack-tip just before the propellant fails and the crack extends. 
4.7.2 The-applied load and critical stress 
The log-log plots of applied load against-ft - a) for several 
propellants are shown in, Figure (45), *. The, data is'. appT-p? 4M&tely linear 
and has a slope close to the-: predicted value of 2.0,, The value Of the 
slope for each'sample tested was, computed. These values are also 
given in Table. 3. The grand average is 1.9 with a standard, deviation 
of 0.2., - This is close to the predicted value taking into account the 
considerable scatter of the results. 
The values of T crit wero'calculated 
from plots of equation 37. 
L2 
---------- ; -ý- wT a) (37) 3Z crit 
The plot of applied load against (q _ a)2 is shown in Figure (46). 
The plot does not go through the origin, the zero shift being the 
weight of the sample.,, Valuea of T were calculated from the shape crit 
of similar plots for each of the samples. tented. The average computed 
values of T crit are shown 
in Table 
The magnitudes of Tc-it are very similar. to-the uaiaxial tensile r 
maximum stress as can be seen from the case given in Appendix C. 
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E 51 " 
EXPERMENTAL RESULTS FOR T 
crit 
PROPELLANT CROSS HEAD SPEED (mm/min) 
TYPE 0.5 5.0 50 
(HPa) (HPa) (MPa) 
0.46 + 0.01 o. 48 + o. ol 0-57, t 0.02 
0.33 + 0-01 o. 44 + o. ol 0.65 0.03 
0.49 + 0.01 0.53 10.01 0.73 0.01 
IV 0.69 + 0.02 Oo82 + 0.05 O-ý9. t 0-93 
V 0.56. t 0.01 o. 68 + o. o2 I 
0.77, t 0-02 
The error shown above is the standard deviationO 
The values of T crit 
depends on strain rate in the same way as does 
the uniaxial tensile maximum stress. It cannot therefore be considered 
as a constant parameter of the material. 
4.7.3 Calculation of the intrinsic failure ener 
It can be seen from Figure (41) that the lines AH and CHI do not 
correspond. with the crack edge. The computed stress analysis predicted 
that the edge of the crack would hinge about the point H. However the 
propellant samples did not behave exactly in this way* It has been 
assumed from this difference that the volume of propellant between 
these lines and the crack surface contained the majority of the 
failure damage. The width of this failure zone, called b9 was 0 
measured from the films. The measured values for each propellant did 
not depend significantly on the testing speed. The average values 
are shown in Table 6. 
The measurement of these values was difficult not only because 
of the subjective drawing of the lines AH and CH, but because the crack 
edge was irregular. The accuracy of the measurements was estimated to 
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be about 0.2mm. "It can be seen from Table 6 that the values for the 
propellants are similar. with. an average value of about 5mm. 
The value of tho intrinsic failure onorgy, takon an tho work of 
fracturo at zoro rate of crack, growth, canibo oatimatod by concidor- 
ing the work done. on an element in this damago-zono, An. element-of.., 
length b0 is stretched to -b crit 
*. before it broakn.,, Th6reforo'the*,,. 
work done on the element is 
Work done T 
crit' 
(b, 
crit - 
b, 6 
if all this energy is converted into new surface area thei; 
2)r T 
crit 
(b, 
c-r it 
b, 
0 
or J_Tý' (b b ------ 7 ------ (38) crit crit 0 
This equation is very'similar. to the CODe. -concept discussed in 
section 1.6.1 In this section an equation for the surfaceendrgy was 
given as 
2 'Y G 6* Y7 ---------- ! --ý (20) 
where is the crack opening displacement and 6- y is the uniaxial 
yield stress. The actual physical significance of ý'is not fully 
unders*t 
I ood 
120 
and no method exists 
. to. measure it 
. directly in a material 
like composite propellant. However 
/ 6' y relates to the ma imum 
uniaxial stress which the material can sustain before failure and if 
this is taken to be equal to the maximum tensile stress then it is 
easily measured. Therefore a value of 
ý can be'estimated if the 
surface energyj I is known. For propellant IjY has been 
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f- 
calculated to be 242 J (see below) and the mximum tensile stress, 
measured independently and shown in Appendix C, is P. 50 MPa. The 
value of 6- obtained from equation 20 is about Imm (actual value 
0.97mm)* From the measured crack profiless shown in ]Figure (42)9, ýt 
COD. of lmm would occur at a distance ofIess than 0.5mm from the crack- 
tip. The calculated-value of 6 is also close to the measured-value 
of (b crit -b0) 
for Propellant. I, as given in Table 6* The (b crit -, 
b0 
distance represents a deformation in the propellant at the. crack-tip 
and not an opening of the crack surfaces. 
The values of the intrinsic failure energy-have, been-calculated 
for each propellant tested using equation 38. The T crit value 
corresponding to the slowest, crack-tip, speed was used together with the 
tabulated values of (b crit'. - 
bo)., The resulting., values are shown in 
I 
Table 6. 
TABLE 6 
CALCULATED VALUES OF INTRINSIC FAILURE 
ENERGY 
PROPELLANT 
, TYPE bo 
bb 
crit -o 
(mm) 
CALCULATED. 
J/M2) "" ýf INT( 
4.4 + 0.9 2.1 21L. 3 
5.4 + 1.1 Z3.2 264 
6.2 + 1.1 2.1 258 
IV 4. o + 1.0 1.7 293 
V 5.4 + 0.9 2.3 323 
The error shown above is the standard deviation 
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2 The value of-the intrinsic failure energy for Propellant 1.242 J/m 
is close to the value of 2.32 J/m 
2 
calculated from uniaxial data in 
section 2.7.2. The agreement is excellent. Propellants II and III 
have approximately the same value of intrinsic failure energy as can 
be expected from their compositions* (see Appendix A). Also the 
values relate to the propellants' potential performance as structural 
materials., From standard mechanical properties and subjective judge- 
ment Propellant I is the least acceptable material and Propellant V 
ýis 
the beat propellant that the present "state-of-the-art" can produce. 
Optimisation of the intrinsic failure energy could therefore be used 
as an aid in a propellant chemistry development programme to make, 
"better" composite propellants and hence more reliable rocket motors, 
4.8 Work of fracture variation with crack-tip velocity 
The intrinsic failure energy relates to zerot or very slow crack-tip 
growth when no work is done by dispersive forces. However these conditions 
do not apply in practice, when a crack propagates the magnitude of the work 
of fracture depends on the amount of work done at the crack-tip by the 
failure processes. This work depends on the crack-tip velocity. 
Plots of the measured work of fracture against crack-tip velocity are 
shown in Figures (47) and (48) for the carboxyl and hydroxyl propellants 
tested. The 109-109 plots are linear and to the work of fracture depends 
on the crack-tip velocity raised to a fractional power* At the very slow 
crack-tip velocity end of the scalet the line approaches that of the value 
of the intrinsic failure energy calculated in the previous section. 
The power-law type relationship applies to at least three decades of 
crack-tip velocity ie from 0.01 to 10mm per second, and the work of fracture 
depends on about the 1/5th power of the crack-tip velocity. The actual 
values for the measured slopen are: 
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Propellant 1 0.23 
Propellants II and 111 0.11 
Propellant IV 0.19 
Propellant V 0.17 
Average value o. 18 
It can be seen'that there is no significant difference between the carboxyl 
and hydroxyl propellants. The magnitude of the exponent is considered to 
depend on the failure process which dissipates the energy and this would 
be similar for all the composite propellants tested. At higher velocities 
the curve would increase at a higher rate than that of the extrapolated 
relationship due to kinetic energy considerations and possible temperature 
rises at the crack-tip. 
121 
The calculated valuea of the intrinaic failure energy and the relation- 
ship for the work of fracture can be combined with existing failure analysis 
techniques 
122 to give more reliable predictions of rocket motor failures. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The most important results which have been presented in this thesis are 
summarised as follows: - 
The work of fracture required to propagate a crack in composite propellant 
depends on the crack-tip velocity. For the carboxyl and hydroxyl propellants 
tested the work of fracture depended on about the 1/5th power' of the'crack-tip 
velocity. This relationship applied to crack-tip velocities from 0.01 to 10 mm 
per second with typical work of fracture values of 300 to 500 j1m 
2 
and 1300 to 
i8oo J/m 
2 
respectively depending on the particular propellant tested. 
The existence of an intrinsic failure energy was established for composite 
propellants and a value deduced for a particular carboxyl propellant from both 
uniaxial tests and direct measurements. Its magnitude was about 240 J/m 
2, 
which 
was significantly smaller than the corresponding work of fracture measured at 
the lowest crack-tip velocity. The method which used data from uniaxial tests 
required an estimation of the number of possible failure sites per unit length 
of sample. A value was established from surface strain distribution measure- 
ments and taken as one per 2 mm. length of sample. These surface strain 
distribution measurements were also used to derive a relationship for the 
dependence of Poinson's ratio on strain of the form. 
11 0-5 exp 3-0eeff) ------- (27) 
where e eff was 
the effective local strain. The amount of propellant dilation 
was also calculated and compared with reported direct measurements using a 
gas dilatometero 
The crack-tip shapes were also measured and the fracture results 
analysed to show that the Well's crack opening displacement hypothesis applies 
to composite propellant, A critical strains bcrit, related to the local 
deformation at the crack-iip, and a critical stress, T crit, which was 
similar to the maximum tensile stress were calculated from the fracture test 
results. 
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A cantilever beam sample modified with reinforcing wooden tabs was used 
for the fracture tests. An elastic analysis of the sample geometry was 
computed to determine the surface strain and stress distributions. An 
approximation of these distributions was then used in the analysis of the 
fracture results. 
The failure surfaces have been investigated using a scanning electron 
microscope. The surfaces were found to be very irregular on a microscopic 
scale and covered with numerous crystal fragments. Wo differences were 
detected between the surfaces produced by slow or fast cracks or between the 
surfaces of carboxyl (C. T. P. B. ) and hydroxyl (H. T. P. B. ) propellants, The 
considerable amount of surface damage was evidence of the large amount of 
irreversible work done during the fracture process. 
The following suggestions are made for possible further work on the 
mechanical failure of composite propellant: - 
1. The effect of temperature on the properties of the propellant 
measured by the uniaxial and fracture tests should be investigated. The 
data analysis techniques described in this thesis could then be extended 
to include temperature variations. It is suggested that temperature 
effects would not have a dramatic affect on the analysis and they could 
be included by using the reduced variables method as described in 
section 1.4. A temperature reduced crack-tip velocity would have the 
effect of extending the derived relationship so that it applied to a 
larger range of crack-tip velocities. 
2. Higher loading speeds resulting in larger crack-tip velocities 
should also be investigated. The present crack length recording system 
would require modification to follow the increased crack speed as 10 mm 
per second is the upper limit of the present manual technique. A 
conducting surface grid could be used as a crack length recording method. 
The effect of the kinetic energy of the crack surfaces and possible 
temperature rises at the crack-tip could then be determined. 
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3. A series of specially produced propellants with different amounts 
of solid loadings, cross-linking density and various additives could also 
be investigated and the work of fracture measured. The variation of the 
intrinsic failure energy and the work of fracture with these factors 
could_ then help to identify the controlling aspects of the failure process. 
Composite propellant could then be produced with the highest possible 
optimum failure strength. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPOSITION OF PROPELLANTS 
C. T, P. B. PROPMANTS: - 
Propellant Iý 
Ammonium perchlorate 
coarse 
Trona regular . 
Aluminium powder 
so 400C) ± 20C) cm 
Carboxyl binder 
Propellant II and III 
Ammonium perchlorate 
coarise 
Trona regular 
Trona So 2000 1100 cm 
Aluminium powder 
So 3300 1100 cm 
Carboxyl binder 
wt % 
31.6 
47.4 
5.0 
16.0 
23-7 
47.4 
7.9 
5-0 
16.0 
These propellants thus had'a 84.0% content of solid loading by weight, 
Propellants II and III used different lots of binder prepolymer. 
H. T. P. B. PROPLIIANTS 
Propellant IV wt 
Aluminium perchlorate 
coarse 21.6 
Trona regular 43,2 
Trona So 2000 1 loo cm -1 7.2 
Aluminium powder 
So 3500 1100 cm -1 15.0 
Hydroxyl binder 13.0 
A. 2 
Propellant V Wt % 
Ammonium perchlorate 
Trona regular 49.0 
Trona So 2= -1100 cm 13-0 
Trona So 8= -1 200 cm 10.0 
Aluminium powder 
So 3500 1100 cm -1 15.0 
Hydroxyl, binder 13-0 
These propellants thus had a 87% content of solid, loading by weight. 
S 11 
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APPENDTX B 
Program to calculate the strain distribution and volume change Mk 9 
Jim Iluaviell Doe 1971 ;, 
begin real e, uD, A1, VolchooffoRvolchosogwosumrl, oumrwgsumlosumw*p 
Fnt-or, 2r q, p, r,, norown, nostrip, s,, i, j, k,, I; 
integer array name E1 100 j comment [1: 5001 bits[1: 501 
linsprinter; 
sameline; 
begin read, q, noraws, nostrip,, A, 4w; 
r: = norows + 
p: = nostrip 
read instring name, a 
bollIn coment -CBS : arrays stored in backing store 
arraZ. UridC1: q+1,1: r+1,, I: p+1,1: 2j, refl(l: r+1,1: p+lj, rofw[l: r+l,, I: P+l 
longth[l: r+1,1: p+ll, stinl[l: r+lpl: l>+111, vidth[l: r+I, I: p+llp 
stinv[l: r+1,1: p+ll. ratio[l: r+1,1: p+ll , totlen[l: r+1,1: p+ll, 
totwid[l: r+I, I: p+ll; 
switch as: = out . stop boolean procedure keytn); 
value n 
integer n 
bMin, elliott(7,0,0,0,3,3, n); key ni 0 
2nd ; 
bits[21 :=I; 
for i: = 1 stop I until q do 
begin if i>2 then begin I bits W; 
road instring t comment 
bitsE 1 +-1 1 :=1 
end ; 
for 1: = I stop 1. until r do 
tor J: =-l ; to I until p 00 
for k: = 1 stop I until 3 do 
read grid CIglpj, k3 
and 
comment A The origin*of grid is the bottom loft corner of the lowest strip &cross the 
sample, 
The cells are numbor*d with row first then strip number ........... 
ex Bottom left Coll is 10,11, 
Next bottom call is 21,1, 
Otce 
Dimension of the calls are calculated from 
squares hone* allovs for any distortion of 
Nn All readings are taken straight up edge* of 
The seal* of length ty axis ) is not at 
To and Program after first part is grid 
the difference of the' 
the grid when strained, 
rows left one first* 
half true scale* 
dimensions MW; 
ßi 
beL-in top of form ; 
p; int gel2s2o? Strain distribution and volume change Nk 9 ?; 
print E5! l3s*)? D=( e+I )(1-eu)(I-eu) -1 ?e 
qql2aZO? Volch= a( I+ exp -Ao)(I +9 )(0.259exp -Ae)?, aligned(1,3), 
F! Zs5? A=? A, U95? so = ?, eo, CF-l2s5? e= longitudinal strain ?. 
"EaS? w= lateral strain 7. Cqs5? u, = Poissons Ratio 
c: #ýaS? Volch = Volume change ?, 
Rý-'IU5? Effective Strain =o- eo 
CW? Evolch = Effective volume change ?, 
IIS13s5?? 
a := 
print outstring (name ,s 
print qCl3s40? Undeformod grid dimensions in sum CE13?? 
aimr I: = : 3umrw :=0* 
for 1: = 1 stop I until norows do 
for J: = I 11M I until nostrips do 
begin reflEl, J] 
ý: 
= 0,5*((( grid[TI, j+1,31 - grid[I, IJ, 21)t2 
+ (grid[1,1,, J+I,, ll - grid[1,1, j, 13)t2)tO. 5 
+(ý grid[1,1+1, J+1.31 Zrid(I, l+I, J. 21)t3 
+( grid[1,1+1, J+1,11 grid[1,1+1,,. J, 11)t3)tO*5) 
sumrl sumrl + refl[l, j] ; 
refw[l, j] := (). 5*((( grid[1,1+1, J, 21 - grid[ 1,10 J021M 
+ <zridC1, l+1, j, 1j - gridC1, l,, J, 11)tI)t()*5 
+(( gridrl, 1+1, j+l,, 21 - grid[I, I, J+1,21)t3 
+( gridrl, I+IJ+1,11 - zridCIl, j+1, I3)t2)tO*5) 
, 3umrw := sumrw + refw[l,, Jj ; 
print Ms3O? initial length coll, ?, digits (3)glOC,? jdigits 
(3)gj, 
C=?, aligned (3,4) , r*flCl, j1*0.02, 
'CRsIO? initial width call ?, digitstZ), l, e,?, digits(2) j 
C= ?$ aligned (3,4) rofxv[l, jl*0.01 IZEI??; 
and ; 
print ECIUM? total length of undoformed sample = ?I 
aligned(3.4) , 0.02*sumrl/noraws , 
CC13slO? average wIdth of undeformad sample ?0 
aligned (4,4) 0.01*sumrw nostrip , CTI?? 
! nd 
for i: = 2 stop 1 until q 4o 
keain top of form 
print J: fl: l??, outstring ( name, s 
2rint C913? Deformod grid of photo number ?, digitst3)0 i 
5: Dimensions in Mm ?0 RC13?? 
for 1: = I stop 1 until norows do 
for jo= 1 step 1 until nostrip do ý*Sin' 
longth[l, j) := 0@5*((( grid[i, I, J+I,, 21 -grid[ , iOlqj. 21)t2 
+ (gridCil, j+I, 1J - gridCI. l. J, 11)t2)tO*5 
+ ((grid[i, l+IJ+IO3J - grid[i, I+I, J, 21)t2 
I+( grid[i, I+I, J+I, lj - gridC1,1+1, j,, I3)t2)tO, 5) -j 
'Width EI. J] :=0,5*((( Lrrid[i, l+I, J, 21 -grid[i, l,, J, 21)t3 
+( grid[i, I+I, J, ll - gridCi,, I, J, IDt2)tO*5 
+(( grid[i, 1+1, j+1021 grid(i, I, J+l, 21)t2 
+C grid[1,1+1, j+l, lj grid[i, I, J+1jI3)t2)tO, 5 
print C21410? Deformed length coll ?, digits(3)OjOr*? gdigLts(2), Jg P. = ?# aligned (3,4), longth[l, j]*O. 02. 
VE810? Deformed width coll ?, diCits(2)OIICv? OdIgitsC'a) 0 jp' 9 alignod(3,, 4),, width[ 10 JI*O *0 1, Cel?? 
end ; 
Ba 
print VEM? 
for 1: = 1 stop 1 until r do 
begin totlen[l,, Jj : 7grid[i, I, P, 31 - Crid[i, l,, 1,21 
print r. Qls2O? total length of each grid row =? 
alignod(3,4), totlen[l, j]*OoO3 eel?? 
end ; 
print PCIV? ; 
for J: = I stoP I until p do 
begin totwid[lj) : 7grid[i, r, j, 
'Ij 
grid[i, 'IJ, ll 
print egls2o? total width of each grid strip =? 
aligned(3,4) , totvid[l, jl*0*01, eel?? 
end 
and ; 
it koytZ) then goto stop ; 
Sor i: = :2 stop 1. until q do 
begin top of form 
3: = 1; 
print CE12?? 
print outstring (name .a 
12rint IZEIU30? Photo number ?, digits(X) 01 CCSIO? Minimum strain 0*005 ?, CCIV? 
1 := bits Cil 
print CCs5?? ; 
print outstring comment .1 
print Eel?? 
3uml := sumv 0 
for 1: = I Atop 1 until norows do 
for J: = 1 ! lea I until nostrip do 
begin longth[I, -JT -. = 0.5*((( Crid(i. I. J-1-1.2j. - gridCI, l, J, 2Dt2 
+ (grid[i, I, J+1pI1 - grid(i0lvjt11)t2)t0.5 
+(( gridti, I+I, J+1,21 - grId(i0I+I0jj2j)t3 
+C grid[i, l+lpj+lllJ - &rid(i,, l+I, J, I1)t3)t0,, 5) 
SUMI := 3UMI + lonethtl, J] 
width[l, J] :=0.5*ttt grid[i, 1+1, J. 21 - grid[i, l, J, 2j)t2. 
+ (grid[i, l+lgjpll - grid[i. j. J, 11)t2)t0,5 
+(( grid[i, I+I, J+I. 21 grid[i,, I, J+1,21)t2 
+( grid[L, 1+1, J+1,11 rrid(i, I0j+I, I1)t2)t0.5) 
sumv := sumv + width[l, J] ; 
if leneth[l, J] refl[l, j] )< 1*005 then 
begin 
print EeIZ? cell di&its%2),, 1,, e$? 0 digitn%2)0 j 
CesIO? small strain value for * ?v Eel?? 
92tO Out 
end 
3tinl[l, jl :=(. ( lenoth(l#j] / refilloD 
* := atini(i, j] ; 
if > 0,993 then vidth[l, j] / r! pfv(l, jl 
begin 
print C9-12? cell ? digits(2) 01020?, t digits(2) j0 VC&2? 
aligned tl, 4), o ECO10? small *train value for v? 
9.5'1?? ; 
LC Lt-0 0ut 
end.; 
TEXT BOUND INTO 
THE SPINE 
P3 4- 
, 3tinw[l, j] : "2 (( 'Kidth[l, j] rofw[l, jl I 
ratio[l, j] :=- atinw[l, j] stinl[l, J] 
Evolch := off :=0 
%v atinv[I, J) 
u ratio[l, j] 
D 
Volch := (e*(I+oxpt-Aoo)*((I+e)*(**Gxp(-Aso)*0.35 -I 
if *>oo then off :=o- oo ; 
EvoTc-ht=(eff*(I+exp(-A*eff)*((I+Off)*(eff*oxp(-A*eff)*0,25 -1 
j2iint F. c! 13? Call ?, digits(1)q1,9j? vdirits(2), J, Rrs2? e= ?, aligned(1,4), 
1 S: Ea2? w= ?9v0 ECs27 u=?, u. 
CRs3? D= ?,, scaled(6). D, 
IMa: X? Volch = ?0 scaled(6). Volch, CE63? Evolch = ?0 
scaled(6), Evolch, eel?? 
out : ond; 
print 'ZF713s20? total length of sample alignod(4,4) 
(),, 02*suml/norows , Rfs1O? average longitudinal. strain ?* 
aligned(1,4). (suml / sumrl) -10 
gEl3xIO? average width of sample ? 
alignod(4,, 4) , 
(04101*sumv)/nostrip 
EWO? average lateral strain ? aligned (1,4) 
(sumw / sumrw) -10 ERIU20? average poissons ratio ? 
aligned (1,4). -(( 3umw / sumrw I )/((auml/sumrl 
I 
Eel?? 
stop : and 
mQTjt a Ckrder 
for data tape is 
q- number of photographs analysod 
norows - number of rows up sample ( maximum no, 99 used to calculate r 
nostrip - number of strips, across sample ( maximum no 99), used to 
calculate p 
A- Value Of OxPe exponent 
ao - value of, zero strain term 
instring( name, s )- only type idontification 
instring(comment, l)- after first photo print 
beginning of each data string 
coordinates -x value and y valuo an giv*n 
on. -I ; 
at beginning of tape 
the time *to at the 
in ccmuent A; * 
and ; 
cl 
APPENDIX C 
PROPELLANT Il- STRAIN RATE 0.25 MIN TEMP 260C 
MAXIMUM MAXIMUM SMALL-STRAIN 
STRESS STRAIN TENSILE MODULUS 
MPa MPa 
0.536 0.242 4.17 
0.571 0.272 3-82 
0.529 0.253 4.46 
0-570 0.268 4.56 
0.550 0.243 4.25 
0.452 0.238 3.82 
0.503 0.254 4.21 
0.537 0.260 4.11 
0.547 0.267 4.38 
0.439 0.297 3.82 
0.438 0.294 3.82 
0.478 0.300 3.01 
0.433 0,262 3-50 
o. 494 0-319 2.60 
o. 455 0,290 4. o3 
0.50 0.27 3, -9 
STANDARD STANDARD STANDARD 
DEVIATION o. o6 DEVIATION 0,03 DEVIATION o. 4 
STANDARD TENSILE PROPERTIES 
01 
.A 
PPENDIX n 
r, Work of Frarturo 
k7- F 1,10CI Ti m 
()CT(71113t lt)7:, t UNCLASSIFTM) 
n real Cl C? -t X11S. 1 -CS-dovi max; 
. 
i_n t. r,, r FST,. r. i. j. 9, )c. nooiamn, ponn, Ul. pOTY 
int or rrptl. ýr namorliwo 
i nonr; n I-or; 
snMO, i no ; 
tnp nf form 
VT, P(7, Y: = "; 
rýýmf. nt T, r-Rst saiiarns fit for Crack 
' volocity ar-ainnt I- c 
Nnorl to add 1.7-MiTil to stanard I)ATA TATT 
T, onmt squares fit for Load against I- c; 
for 1 tint-ii noRamn do 
t on n: r fnrn 
rond inRtringk nnmn, R 
nrýE, j 
be-fri n 
i. p. i. Mpy ! ý_rýay data 1: n+l . 1-. 3 
nrrav crkvnl #AxW%x sloax, locy, logj. p .-- Gjrnsi(l-; (J-. n+j l, rxllvr(,: IILIT)I. Yl ; 
Ii brary cast P; rltiaroR ft t 
cs*50000on 
cnmMo! jt. Cl uniti; are ? 4m 
C? untt" rtro mnterR 
crack lon, eptli irivon from datp tam 
it: = 1; 
nri nt r('12sTs? Pi axi a' Frarturn ROXIII ts? 
CflPe2O9 Tost numbor ? nutntring ( nFtmo, n 
5T1400? Numbor nf points n? digitn%l) 
M"Slo? Ful. I. scale load (FSI, ) ? Alvits(3). FSL .r Kir ? rrlýsln? Cross bead RPOOd (XIIS) r? -Glir: nc-fI(1-2), XJTS -C mm/min ? N*10100? C" 'iRrt spond (CS) =I alirrnnd(3. n). CS. C mm/min ?, 
(! cl? 00? Crark vidth (t) = ?. alignod(I-21. t. S' mm ?, 
V'Pl2ello? Snmplo length (1) ? alirnad(3.2). I mmCI3?? 
for i: = I ! -tLon 1 until n do 
. 
LfIr J: r1 it I until 3 dn 
! Tr. ý n 
read data i, j 
pLint dirits(4) data i, J 
And 
nrint cris?? ; 
fnr i: 'ý 11 until n-1 do 
boffin 
AEiI abs( 005 datati+1.11*data[i, 21 )-( datali. 1 ]*data[ W, 23 
wrii Arii*cl 
rjrii If1i1*10000/(C2*( data[i+1.31- datari. 31 
crkvoltil := 5*(data[i+l 31-data(i, 31)*CS/((data[i+1,23-data[l. 23)*GUU 
ý1-( data[i. 31+ data[i+l.. 13)*Oo()5) 
109XIO := in(xril) ; 
10r. Ylil M ln(crkvel[il 
L[i] :=ý data, [ i, 11 + data[i+l. l I )*UoUUU5*FSL 
109LRI := ln(L[il) ; 
02. 
commont crack longth given from data tape avorafro of 
two roadings 
ýrkvol 
...... Is crack 
front velocity and units are mm nor second 
2rint F. CsM? Total Crack lenlyth ?, VR933? = ?. aligned ( 3.1 ). 
(data[i, 31+data ri+1.31)*(7,05 ,C mm 
7. rrl??. 
5"rs. io? Area on cf, art ?, FCs387 :!?. alirnod(3.3) Arii* tj. ul 
P small squares 7. ERls5?? , 
E Sormont ?. dirits(2) ,i. CCsll?? , 
F Work dnno extending crack ?. alignedQ. 1). 
tdata[i+1.31 - data[i, 31 )*u. 1. 
E mm ?. EP04? =?, aligned (3.3) Wil .E Joules ?. Cr. 12929! 
P Calculated Work of fracture ( griffiths gamma ) ?, CE93? =? 
aligned ( 4.2 , G[il .C Joules / sq metro 
? EC l2s3U ??, 
R incremental crack front velocity Es13? ?, 
aligned (3.3) , crkveltil ,C mm per second 
C1293u?? , 
5* sample length remaining E s29? =? alignod(3.2), 
x[i] ,F mmE13?? 
end ; 
least nqpares fit (n-1,0.1, logx, lory, poly, max, pnsn, reside, devi ); 
top of form 
5 :=1; 
print CEl2s2U??. outstring( name, s 
9C15s2U? Rosults crack velocity 
CE13s2u? Slope exponent ( 2*00) 
poly[l], PF12s2U? bcrit 
against sample length 
?. aligned(2,2). 
= ?. aligned 
XIIS^ 6U*l*axpCpoly[Ol )) C mm ?, 
P-912s2u? maximum distance from line = ?, 
alignod(2.2) , max, rf. slO? at position Cs5??, 
CF12n2U? standard doviation of fit ? 
aligned (2,2) , devi ; 
(2.2)j, 
digits(2), poen , 
least squares fit (n-1,0.1, logx, logL, pqly, max, posn, resids, devi 
print C915s2O? Results load against sample length ?, 
CE13s20? slope exponent (2.00) = ?, alif,, ned(2,2), Poly[13, 
EFUH20? Critical tension at crack tip = ?, aligned(3.22) . 
( qxp(poly[Ojý)*l*3,0 ,C kit per mm 
?, 
rr, 12920? maximum distanco from line = ?, alignod(2.2), max 
Ceslo? at position Cs5?? , digits(2) , poRn , 
RCIWO? standard deviation of fit = ?, alignod(2,2), devi 
"rint CrlSsW? finished E 15?? 
omment order of 
data tape Ia: 
nosarip no of samples in data tape 
Instring ( name, s ), 
n rumber of points measured in each sample 
FSL Full scale load range Ckg) . 
mis CroaFi head spend ( mm per minute ). 
CS Chart speed mm per minute 
t Crack width in mm 
I Length of sample 
XY and crack longtb coordinates. 
Origin of coordinates must be start of trace, 
X-axis is LMD ... scaled for total width of chart 
1UU0 units. 
Y-axis is DISPLACEMENT ... scaled for 
1UU units 20mm on chart 
CRACK TX. NGT11 from photos,,,,. true scale Of 1UU units for 10 ro 
Origin at edge of initial cut notch ,; 
and 
end ; 
top of form 
nEint FF. 15s3U? 
td; 
EM) M ??; 
